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Abstract
EU regulations, decisions and policy making are matters that concern every
resident in the EU and risk and benefit assessment and analysis form part of the
EU decision and policy making. This thesis discusses the decision/policy making
in the EU and the risk assessment activities of the European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA) and the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA), as well as
ECHA’s socio-economic analysis activities. It also studies the role of the
European Commission and the Comitology process. The EU regulates what
chemicals or food stuffs/ingredients, for instance additives, may be made
available in the European market. How the decisions are made about what is
allowed and what not, and who makes those decisions, is not necessarily evident
due to the complexity of the processes. In this thesis the decision making at
different stages of the EU regulatory processes has been identified and analysed in
order to find out by whom and how the decisions are made. The method used was
a literature search with an overview of the existing theories and research from the
areas of EU decision making, risk assessment and risk management. The
regulatory processes were studied from a decision making perspective with the
aim to identify and record possible decision making opportunities of different
actors beyond the European Commission. The decision making opportunities were
classified and organised based on their level of impact to the processes. Two real
cases were studied: the restriction of lead in jewellery under REACH Annex XV
restrictions and the authorisation of ammonium chloride in food under
Flavourings regulation. Decision making opportunities and methods were looked
for in those processes. It was found that while, in the studied cases, there appeared
possibilities to ensure science based good regulatory decision/policy making, it
remained uncertain and possibly politicised. It was also revealed that in certain
steps the processes lacked transparency.
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Introduction

EU regulations, decisions and policy making are matters that concern every
individual residing in the EU. We are all affected for instance by chemicals and
food safety, which are areas where EU Member States (MS) define the policies
and legislation in a collective manner via the EU Institutions. It is in everyone’s
interest that the policy and decision making is done in as correct way as possible,
and that all relevant aspects are taken into account so that it results in final
legislation that fulfils its aim and purpose. For instance, one purpose and aim of
the food regulation regime is to make sure that the food sold in European
supermarkets is safe. The question is, how do we make sure that the food is safe?
There are numerous steps in a regulatory process where the ultimate aim is to
come to the conclusion that food, or e.g. chemicals, are safe. At the same time,
also other aspects, in addition to safety, could play an important role, for instance,
economical interests or very simple practical matters. As an example, we could
imagine that if the regulatory requirements concerning food safety are too rigid,
then no-one will be able to produce some food stuffs anymore, and this will result
in less variety in the market. Sometimes, there could therefore also be a need to
find a balance between safety and e.g. practicability when balancing between the
risks and the benefits. To find this balance, requires someone to evaluate, to assess
and to decide. In this regard, risk and benefit assessment and analysis form part of
the EU decision and policy making. This thesis discusses the decision/policy
making in the EU, in particular in the area of risk assessment and risk
management.
“Better Regulation” has been the aim of the EU for many years1, it is, hence, not
only a general expectation that decisions and policies are made in a way that
results in good regulations. This is a formal requirement on EU institutions2. The
EU regulatory agencies support the EU institutions in their policy making by
providing e.g. risk assessments and are hence also affected by the requirements
related to Better regulation. The Better Regulation Agenda of the European Union
will be discussed more in section 3.4.

1 CEPS, Better Regulation in the EU.
2 EU institutions are i.a. the European Commission, Parliament and the Council. EU
regulatory Agencies are not EU institutions.
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There are three major European regulatory agencies that are active in the area of
risk assessment. These are the European Medicines Agency (EMA), the European
Food Authority (EFSA) and the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA)3. In a very
simplified way, one can say that while EMA is active in the area of risk
assessment and regulation of pharmaceuticals, both EFSA and ECHA are active in
the field of risk assessment of e.g. substances that could be harmful to the
population or the environment. They both assess whether those substances present
risks and propose either to allow or to ban them. ECHA has, in addition to the risk
assessment, also the responsibility to conduct a socio-economic assessment. In
this thesis, we will look in detail into these risk assessment processes. As the work
of ECHA and EFSA and the areas of food and chemicals safety present some
similarities, especially when it comes to the risk assessment part, I have chosen to
look in detail into those particular regulatory areas. More detailed description of
both regulations will be provided in chapter 4.
Risk assessment as a definition will be discussed in detail in chapter 3. At this
stage we can note that in the EU-setting, risk assessment when it comes to the area
of work of ECHA and EFSA, normally consists of a science based identification,
analysis and evaluation of risks as regards a substance which forms the risk
assessment. This risk assessment is conducted by an EU Agency. Risk
management in the EU regulatory processes is normally performed by the
European Commission and it has certain powers as regards the adoption of
implementing regulations, for instance in the field of food and chemicals safety.
The adoption of an implementing regulation is normally preceded by a so called
“Comitology”. Comitology is a process lead by the European Commission with
evaluation and input opportunities for related permanent committees attached to
the Commission. The EU Member States are normally represented in the
Committees and hence they are also often called “Member State Committees”.
Inputs during a Comitology may often be provided also by other entities, e.g.
trade unions, during a public consultation. The European Parliament and Council
often have the possibility to exercise scrutiny, to comment or to intervene during
the Comitology process. Once the Comitology ends, the implementing act, drafted
and approved by the European Commission, becomes EU law directly applicable
in all EU countries. The detailed processes of the agencies and the Comitology
will be discussed further in chapter 5.

3 Ossege 2016, p. 3.
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After the implementing act is adopted, the risk management is followed by the
implementation of the risk management measures. This takes place at the EU
Member State level. The implementation of those measures fall outside of the
scope of this thesis.
Above, the division of risk assessment and risk management is mentioned. It will
be explained in detail in section 3.1. At this stage, it is important to clarify that in
this thesis, it is considered that, risk assessment is made at the EU agency level,
and that, in this thesis, we will in particular study if agencies could in this regard
also have some informal decision making powers. Risk management is on the
other hand considered to be done by the European Commission, which also is
considered to be the formal regulatory decision maker in this area. The distinction
of formal and informal decision making powers is hence an important aspect in
this thesis as the risk assessment is here considered to contain possible formalised
decision making opportunities4, while the risk management is the formal decision
making process.
While risk assessment, normally concerns analysis of potential risks, in the EU
decision and policy making, also societal and economic factors should be taken
into account in decision making. This is also stipulated in the related regulations
concerning food and chemicals5. When it comes to food and chemicals legislation,
the societal and economic factors are taken into account at different instances and
the transparency level of those instances varies. This will be discussed further in
section 3.2. In this thesis, the main focus will however be on the risk assessment
and risk management and we will touch the assessment of societal and economic
factors only lightly.
EU policy making is at the end of the day decision making. As already mentioned,
there could exist decision making opportunities at the EU agency level and the
final risk management decisions are made by the European Commission in form
of an implementing act. In order to make good decisions, there should according
to decision theories first be a systematic analysis of the risks and benefits. In case
of complex problems, decision analysis tools may help to analyse the risks and
4 I have used throughout the thesis a self-invented term ”decision opportunity” in order
to describe a theoretical momentum when an actor could choose to continue either
one way or another in a process, and that decision could eventually have an impact on
the outcome of the process.
5 Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, paragraph 19 and 34-35; Article 22 and 6(3); Regulation
(EC) No 1907/2006 (throughout the regulation).
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benefits and are likely to improve the quality of those decisions6. There exist
digitalised tools for decision making which could be used to balance benefits and
risks taking into account the probability that those benefits or risks will occur.
Such tools are described e.g. by Clemen and Reilly and are used to solve specific
decision problems. When it comes to EU decision making the decision making
process is aimed also to balance those risks and benefits. The risk assessment
provides information about the risks and a socio-economic analysis could give
information about the benefits. The balancing is thought to be made by the
European Commission when it takes all information into account and decides
whether to allow or to ban a substance. According to Odelstad, decision making,
indeed, is always a balance between pros and cons7, which could also be
understood as the risks and benefits. Furthermore, decision making at public
policy/decision making level is, at the end of the day, often a matter where public
and personal interests have to balanced against one another. It might be necessary
to balance between the total weight of public interests against the total weight of
personal interests8. Even if very specific decision making tools as described by
Clemen & Reilly would not be possible or relevant to use at the macro level of
decision and policy making in EU agencies and institutions, we could however
expect that, for good decisions, it is important that some systematic analysis and
balancing of the pros and cons are done possibly basing that macro level analysis
and balancing to more specific analyses at the micro level.
We could, hence, at this initial stage conclude that in the EU
assessment and risk management are divided to two different
decision making process is extremely complex. Risk assessment
massive operation with much data collection, data analysis

setting, the risk
entities and the
in particular is a
and subsequent

conclusions involved. This encompasses a possible systematic procedure with
help of analysis methods. Because in the EU setting, the actual regulatory decision
making is preceded by an assessment part made in the regulatory agencies, and
because the actual decisions made by the EC are not expected to include a detailed
risk assessment before making the decision, as it is made based on the risk
assessment provided by an Agency, it then ought to be important for the final
regulatory decision outcome that it actually has been preceded by a systematic
analysis in the risk assessment stage.
6 Clemen & Reilly, 2014, p. 14-15
7 Odelstad, 2002, p. 10
8 Odelstad, 2002, p. 97-99
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As mentioned above, in addition to the risk assessment, a socio-economic analysis
is also normally done at some stage either by an EU Agency or the Commission
depending on the regulatory area. The EC role is hence, in a way, to collect all
information and data and to balance the different aspects, risks, benefits and
interests against each other. These could be for instance public interest in terms of
health and safety compared to private economic interests of economic operators9.
However, public interests could also be partially private, partially public, for
instance when the private economic interest is simultaneously related to
maintenance of economic growth, jobs and tax income as basis for the provision
of e.g. health care services.
The EU regulatory decision/policy making processes in the field of food and
chemicals safety could hence, indeed, be regarded as similar to complex decision
making processes that encompass decision analysis and decision making. It
certainly encompasses the balancing of pros and cons and different interests as
described by Odelstad10, when risks and benefits are balanced against each other
weighing in the scientific analysis as well as the societal and economic aspects.
The EU regulates what chemicals or food stuffs/ingredients, for instance
additives, may be made available in the European market. Some substances may
be banned and some allowed. Some are allowed only in certain uses for certain
purpose or in certain quantities. How the decisions are made about what is
allowed and what not, and who is it who makes the decisions about that, is not
necessarily evident due to the complexity of the process. While EU regulations
describe the overall framework, the application and implementation of the
regulations require often additional written or unwritten procedures, methods and
rules. It is possible that in those procedures, methods and rules certain decision
powers are moved to such parts in the processes that were not initially anticipated
by the law makers. However, the procedures, methods and rules are necessary in
order to implement the regulations11.
1.1

Overview of the regulations chosen for the study

The regulations chosen for the study are the Regulation (EC) No1907/2006 of the
European Parliament and of the Council on the Registration, Evaluation,
9 See also Odelstad 2002 p. 97.
10 Odelstad 2002, in particular in chapter 1 and 4
11 See also Ossege 2016, p. 89.
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Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (hereinafter the REACH Regulation)
under which ECHA operates, and in particular its Annex XV on restrictions of
chemical substances, as well as the Regulation (EC) No 1334/2008 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 16 December 2008 on flavourings and
certain food ingredients with flavouring properties for use in and on foods and
amending Council Regulation (EEC) No 1601/91 (hereinafter the Flavourings
Regulation).
The REACH Annex XV procedure is selected, as it is a little more compact than
the other processes e.g. authorisation under REACH, which is a more complex
process. As the aim is to find examples of decision making opportunities that
precede actual decision making in the Commission, and as it is clear that the time
and space will not be enough to find all possible decision making opportunities, it
was deemed that the restriction procedure is suitable to to fulfil the purpose. In the
food safety area, the Flavourings Regulation presents some similarities to the
REACH Regulation and was hence chosen to this study, but is also contains some
differences when discussed from a decision making process point of view, as it
regulates authorisation and ban of flavourings in the EU market. Below, we will
look into the regulations in a more detailed way.
Both Flavourings and REACH regulations contain rather lengthy and complicated
risk assessment procedures that precede the actual main decision to allow or not to
allow a chemical substance or flavouring to be put on the EU market respectively
(the risk management procedure in Comitology). Both regulations contain
processes at the regulatory level which may be described in a simplified way as
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. REACH Annex XV restriction and Flavourings Regulation
related decision/policy making – simplified overview.
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In Figure 1, the decision/policy making process starts with a request. Such a
request may be based on a concern of a risk, that a substance is potentially
hazardous to consumers. That request is normally to be submitted in a set format
and is to contain detailed information about the substance and the risks and
sometimes also benefits. It contains in some cases a risk assessment prepared, for
instance, by a national authority in an EU Member State. In that way, much of the
data and information used in the assessment performed by the agencies enters into
the process already at the request stage, as it is defined in both regulations
specifically not only what organisations/entities are allowed to make requests, but
also based on what information and in what format such requests should be made.
After the request is submitted, it is reviewed by various actors, also stipulated by
the regulations. In some cases, the European Commission makes the first review
and, if needed, they submit it to an EU Agency for further review. In other cases
Agency committees may make the first review. During the review, there could be
a need for additional information needed concerning the substance. This could be
gathered via additional public consultations, or input provision possibilities, e.g.
from trade unions. Such information could for instance provide data concerning
the actual uses of the substance by the industry. All this is also stipulated in the
regulations. Once the review, inputs and public consultations have ended, a
decision proposal is drafted, normally by an EU Agency by its committee(s). The
proposal is then provided to the European Commission which commences the
Comitology12 process.
1.2

Purpose

The aim of this thesis is to identify and analyse the existence of decision making
at different stages of the EU regulatory processes. As mentioned above, the formal
decision making capacity in the EU lies with the European Commission under the
scrutiny of the European Parliament and Council of the EU. However, there are
many other situations where decisions could be made as well. The formal tasks of
EFSA and ECHA is to provide a risk assessment (and socio-economic assessment
in the case of ECHA) due to their nature as expert organisations13. However, as
Ossege has pointed out, they actually might be having a much stronger influence
than what is expected of an expert organisation14. We come back to this later in
this thesis.
12 The Comitology process is described in detail in Figure 7.
13 e.g. Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, para 34-35; Article 22
14 Ossege 2016, p. 5
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The structure and the method of the study itself is described in chapter 2. The
overall purpose of the study is, firstly, to find if there are relevant decision making
opportunities that actually could move the decision making powers to certain
extent from the regulatory decision maker (the Commission) to the Experts in the
risk assessment/socio-economic assessment part, as has been suggested by
Ossege15, and, what would be the impact of those decisions taken by the Experts.
Secondly, the decision making methods used in those expert decision making
steps are identified, as they could be expected to decrease or increase the quality
of the assessments made and hence, possibly the decisions made.
Thirdly, two real cases will be looked into. The purpose of the study of the two
real cases is to get information about the methods that were actually used in
decision making during the risk assessment, as those methods could also have an
effect on the quality of the regulatory risk management decision. I will also study
whether the risk management was based exactly on the risk assessment, i.e. if
there was any difference between the scientific opinion provided by the Agency in
form of a risk assessment, and/or socio-economic assessment, compared to the
final regulatory decision made by the Commission in form of an implementing
act. This is explained further here below.
Ossege has in his research identified mechanisms in the regulatory decisionmaking process where the European regulatory agencies may or may not use their
policy influence in the regulatory decision making. In particular, Ossege has
found a “Comply or explain” mechanism16. This mechanism makes that the
Commission has small means to deviate from the scientific opinion of e.g. ECHA
without providing a scientifically based justification for the deviation. Ossege
mentions, that the Commission might even face legal challenges in court if they
would deviate from a risk assessment without such justification. Other scholars
call this the “Pfizer doctrine”17 based on the legal case of Pfizer Animal Health SA
v Council of the European Union, where it was decided that the deviation reason:
“must be of scientific level at least commensurate with that of the opinion in
question.”18.
Theoretically, the agencies position in the regulatory decision making should
hence be strong: either the Commission follows their recommendation, or
15 Ossege 2016, p. 5
16 Ossege 2016, p. 50-51; 152
17 Klika, Kim & Versluis, 2013, p. 330
18 Klika, Kim & Versluis, 2013, p. 330
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explains why it is going against it. The later comparison of the agency opinions
with the implementing acts in this thesis aims to find more information about this
mechanism and whether is was relevant in the two studied real cases.
The research questions that may be formulated are hence:
1. Do decision making opportunities at Expert level really exist in the EU
decision making process as regards the Flavourings and REACH
regulations?
2. If such decision opportunities exist in those processes, what is their impact
and who are the actors?
3. What decision making methods are used in the decision making in those
processes? and finally,
4. Is risk management really based on risk assessment when it comes to the
two sample cases studied in this thesis and did the comply or explain
mechanism seem relevant?
Many regulatory areas of EU apply directly in all EU Member States and have,
hence, a direct effect on the lives and environment of those individuals who
inhabit the territory of the European Union. Hence, the regulatory decision
making processes affect also all EU citizens directly e.g. if potentially hazardous
substances are not sufficiently regulated. An overall purpose of this thesis is,
hence, to contribute to the study of the results of the Better Regulation Agenda in
general the EU decision/policy making in particular.
1.3

Disposition

The study, which forms the basis for this thesis, consists of two main parts. The
first part is a study of two EU regulations and the related decision and policy
making processes, that eventually take the form of risk assessment and risk
management at the EU agencies and during the Comitology, and that have been
set up in order to implement those regulations. Possible socio-economic analysis
is also looked into. I will, in particular, aim to identify the decision making
opportunities during those processes.
The second part of the thesis is a study of two real cases which have been chosen
to learn about the real decision and policy making processes in those areas and
about concrete, related, EU law making.

9

2

Method

Firstly, an overview of the existing theories and research from the areas of EU
decision making, risk assessment and risk management is compiled and discussed
in order to set the theoretical basis for the study. I will in particular present the
existing definitions of risk assessment and risk management. Then I will explain
the definitions as they are used in this thesis.
Secondly, the regulatory processes related to restrictions and flavourings will be
studied from a decision making perspective in order to answer to the research
questions defined in section 1.2. In this regard, I will study the documentation
available that describe those processes with the aim to identify and record possible
decision making opportunities. The decision opportunities will be searched for in
different documents e.g. procedures, flowcharts, guidance. For instance, decision
making opportunities could be such where an actor, e.g. a committee can decide
whether or not to accept a dossier to be evaluated. The actor could in this example
case be a committee and the expected impact could be a stop to the process, or
letting the dossier evaluation to continue. I will go through all found documents
related to both regulations in search for such decision opportunities and list them
all in section 5.1. This search is thought to provide part of the answers to the first
research questions: “Do decision making opportunities at Expert level really exist
in the EU decision making process as regards the Flavourings and REACH
regulations?”.
The decision making opportunities and how they were classified is explained in
detail in section 5.1. In that section, all found decision making opportunities have
been listed, and for each opportunity the actor(s) or decision maker(s) involved
have been identified. That has been done with a search in e.g. guidance documents
and procedures related to the two regulations. How different levels of impacts
have been set is explained in detail in section 5.1, however, it could be mentioned
here that I have used a three-step scale: low, medium, high. This part of the thesis
is thought to answer to the second research question: “If such decision
opportunities exist in those processes, what is their impact and who are the
actors?”
The decision making opportunities will then be organised according to their
expected impact: low – medium – high, in order to see which ones of them would
be the most impactful. In this regard, the expected impacts will be organised based
10

to their level of impact to the process e.g. the possibility to stop a process
completely would normally receive a high ranking in this regard. Also, methods
used in the decision making will be searched for in those same documents. I will
look for any methods mentioned or recommended, possibly stipulated, in e.g. the
guidance documents and procedures. This overview is thought to answer to the
second and third research question: “What decision making methods are used in
the decision making in those processes?”
Thirdly, two real cases will be studied from decision opportunity point of view. At
this stage, I will study documents related to the entire process from submission of
a dossier to the end decision made by the Commission. I will look for the decision
making opportunities and methods in e.g. meeting minutes, opinions, working
documents related to these real cases and with the aim to find any decisions taken
and their impact as well as the methods that were used in order to make those
decisions. To this end, only the most impactful opportunities will be studied as per
the earlier listing of the impacts (low – medium – high impact). However, also the
availability of data guides the selection of studied decision opportunities. This part
of the study is thought to answer to the first and second research questions as well
as the third one: “What decision making methods are used in the decision making
in those processes?”.
Fourthly, the final regulatory decision making moment will be studied, namely the
Comitology. In particular the final regulatory decisions i.e. the implementing acts
will be compared with the original proposals from the EU agencies e.g. the
scientific opinions. I will compare the recommendations with the final
authorisation/ restriction decisions. This comparison is thought to reveal if there is
a difference between the risk assessment (and socio-economic analysis in case of
ECHA) outcome and the risk management outcome i.e. the implementing
decision. They will be compared as regards their contents and the actual outcome,
in case there was a difference in the recommendation compared to the regulation.
In case of a difference, I will also look for possible discussions in the minutes and
other documentation available. In this regard, the thesis suffered form the lack of
availability of data, which will be discussed further in chapter 7. This comparison
is thought to answer to the fourth and final research question: “Is risk
management really based on risk assessment when it comes to the two sample
cases studied in this thesis and did the comply or explain mechanism seem
relevant?”
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As literature for the study of existing theories and research from the areas of EU
decision making, risk assessment and risk management relevant literature, peer
reviewed articles and reports were looked for. Some literature as become the basis
for many ideas presented in this thesis, such as the books of Ossege 19 and
Odelstad20. Other sources and material for the search for data and information
concerning the decision opportunities, their impact and the final studies of the two
cases were used, for instance, the relevant regulations, terms of references of
different committees, rules of procedures, guidance documents, minutes that
provided information about the processes, decision opportunities, and the roles
and responsibilities of the actors. When looking into the two real cases, I used in
particular committee opinions, risk assessment documentation, meeting agendas,
minutes, final Commission decisions and other relevant documentation available.
While the formal decision making power is stipulated in the regulations, the
informal decision making powers are described in other documents e.g. in
procedures, minutes etc. It does not seem to be an area much studied, which was
shown by the scarcity of available literature and research papers. It is possible that
this lack is due to the difficult access to relevant data from the various institutions/
organisations. This lack is also present in this thesis and as will be shown later,
some part of the information was not possible to be found or get hold of. A
number of access to documents requests were made to ECHA, EFSA and EC, but
it was not possible to receive the expected information e.g. working documents. In
addition, as will be discussed later, the Commission Comitology registry has some
lacks in terms of the contents of minutes and agendas of Committee meetings. In
particular, concerning the societal and economic aspects in decision making, it
was not possible to find any information about such analysis from the
Commission documentation as regards the Flavourings regulation. This is also one
of the reasons why socio-economic analysis is not studied in detail in this thesis,
especially when it comes to the Flavourings regulation.
I will in the coming chapters firstly outline in general the decision/policy making
processes under REACH Regulation Annex XV on restrictions of chemical
substances and the Flavourings Regulation. Within the realm of each regulation, I
have chosen specific past real cases which I will look into closer: the restriction of
lead in jewellery, where the restriction actually was adopted, and the authorisation
of ammonium chloride in food where eventually confectionary, e.g. salty
19 Ossege 2016
20 Odelstad, 2002
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liquorice, were granted an exemption and higher maximum occurrence in other
food stuffs set than recommended by EFSA.
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3

Study of Existing Theories and Research

The REACH Regulation concerns chemicals safety and the Flavourings
Regulation (as well as other food related regulations) food safety. Both chemicals
and flavourings are authorised, restricted or limited in amounts or use areas in
those regulations21. All such authorisation, restriction or limitation is preceded in
both legal areas by procedures where different actors22 make decisions at different
levels and with different level of impact that eventually result in inputs, opinions
and finally EU law. This multi-levelled decision making happens partially openly
and partially rather hidden behind closed doors, however affecting at the end the
forming of the EU law and the lives of all EU citizens.
While under REACH Regulation, there exist separate procedures for registration,
authorisation and restriction of chemicals, in the realm of the Flavourings
Regulation, the same regulation covers both authorisation and restriction, as no
flavouring may be used in food in the EU market if it has not been first included
on the ”Committee List” of flavourings.
3.1

Definitions of risk, hazard and exposure

The chemicals and flavourings regulatory areas concern to a high degree risks
with chemicals and flavourings. The aim is to avoid that for instance the EU
population is subjected to such exposure of chemicals or flavouring substances
which could harm their health. Hence, the risks to their health need to be
minimised. In this section, we will look into the definition of risk and its relation
to hazard, exposure and the probability aspect of a risk.
According to Holmgren & Thedéen, it is possible to discern three actors in a risk
related decision making. These are the decision makers, the risk takers and those
who pay the costs23. The regulatory decision maker in the case of this thesis is the
European Commission, the risk takers could be the workers and consumers who
21 Heinimaa 2011, p. 1; Musu, Tony 2006, s. 177
22 Decision maker often denominates an individual/organisation which has been
delegated decision making powers. Such a decision maker could be e.g. the European
Parliament or a Prime Minister. In this thesis the decision maker is considered in a
wider perspective and not necessarily based on a formal delegation, but on a factual
opportunity where a decision could be made, and which could have an effect to a
process. Such a decision could for instance be to not to act in order to prevent the
process from advancing. Such decision makers are throughout this thesis named as
“actors”.
23 Holmgren & Thedéen 2003, p. 254-255
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use or consume a chemical substance, and those who pay the costs of the risks
could be for instance the tax payers in increased health care costs. Naturally, all
three actors overlap each other to certain extent24. In this thesis, we mainly look at
the decision makers but, as is illustrated by this actor definition and division, the
decision makers’ decisions have an effect on the people, environment and the
economies of the societies which the decision making covers, in our case, the
population in the EU Member States in particular.
According to ISO Risk Management, described by Kušić & Lončarić Božić, risk
assessment contains three parts: risk identification, risk analysis and risk
evaluation25. This is illustrated in the Figure 2. Risk management on the other
hand is:
“A coordinated set of activities and methods that is used to direct an
organization and to control the many risks that can affect its ability to
achieve objectives.”26

Figure 2. Basis of risk assessment.27

Eskola et al, have explained that hazardous chemicals have: “intrinsic toxic
properties which potentially can harm human health.” They can cause e.g. cancer.
Furthermore, hazardous chemicals’ level of potency varies from chemical to
another, and some chemicals could be a source to multiple hazards28. The
European Parliament and Council definition of hazard is “a biological, chemical
or physical agent in, or condition of, food with the potential to cause an adverse
24 Holmgren & Thedéen 2003, p. 254-255
25 Kušić & Lončarić Božić 2018, p. 363
26 Praxiom
27 After Kušić & Lončarić Božić 2018, p. 363
28 Eskola et al. 2019, p. 5
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health effect”29. It should be noted, that the negative health impact often occurs
only at certain exposure or at certain “dose level”30, and this leads us to the
definition of a risk. The European Parliament and Council have defined risk as: “A
function of the probability of an adverse health effect and the severity of that
effect, consequential to a hazard.”31. Therefore, the risk contains inherently a
probability or a likelihood, which is why, in the EU-setting, the term “potential
risk” is normally used32. As food is: “a complex mixture of a large variety of
chemical substances” some of these substances can be considered beneficial and
some others “potentially hazardous chemicals.”33.
According to Ulfvarson, it is important to as far as possible protect the humans
from being hurt or become sick due to risks that prevail in our environment and,
in order to be able to protect us from risks, we need to know something about
them, about the possible damages or the mechanisms how e.g. diseases develop34.
Ulfvarson mentions ways to describe and to evaluate risks e.g. in working
environment35. Risks e.g. when it comes to food and chemicals safety are
described and evaluated in similar ways e.g. by testing, performing
epidemiological research, collecting statistics and data etc.36. The aim of risk
management is to ensure the control of the various sources of risk for instance
related to hazardous substances at working places37.
The Swedish Rescue Services Agencies’ Handbook (hereinafter “the Handbook”),
discusses risk analysis and risk management. According to the Handbook, risk
analysis concerns i.a. to manage the insecurity related to risk, as regards
undesirable events in the future38. According to the Handbook, the starting point
for traditional risk analysis and risk assessment is the definition of the risk, which
is done by combining information about the probability and consequences. The
aim is to measure these in a systematic manner and based on this information,
definition of risk management measures is made, where the risks and benefits are

29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid.
33 Eskola et al., 2019, p. 4
34 Ulfvarson 2003, p. 132.
35 Ulfvarson 2003, p. 133
36 See also Ulfvarson 2003, p. 133

37 Wennersten 2003, p. 235
38 Räddningsverket, 2003, p. 21
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most adequately balanced. According to the Handbook, this requires that both
probability and the consequences can be quantified39.
The quantification of probability and consequences may contain subjective
assessment and be affected by the values of the actors making the quantification,
and it is very difficult to quantify and mathematically calculate for instance
probability of risks. Indeed, the probability for risks is based on the actions of
people which cannot always be predicted, even by the people themselves. It is
based on their subjective assessment of risks that can be altered e.g. by medias but
not necessarily be predicted40. Hence, when balancing risks and benefits, decision
makers could be affected not only by opinions or bias, but also of their values, and
they should take this into account when balancing the risks and benefits.
Further, when it comes to the balancing of risks and benefits, it is likely that, in
order to find the balance, one has to know what constitutes an acceptable risk and
what are the expected benefits. At some point, a risk becomes unacceptable and
the scale flips over to the side when the risks can no longer be compensated by the
benefits. But the question is where exactly the scale flips over, and how is this
exact moment set and by whom and based on what. In the area of this thesis, it is
considered that the Commission makes this balancing based on the information
provided by the different actors. At the same time, there exists also other
situations where such balancing is made, e.g. when an actor is deciding whether a
dossier should be submitted concerning a chemical or a flavouring. In REACH
regulation, the term unacceptable risk is used and concerns a trigger for the
submission of a dossier for assessment.41
According to ISO Risk Management, risk “is defined as effect of uncertainty on
objectives”42. According to Kušić & Lončarić Božić: “risk can be expressed as a
combination of likelihood (frequency or probability) and the consequences of
hazardous event.” Figure 3 illustrates the risk with axes of likelihood and severity
of consequence where the risk is lowest in the lower part and increases towards
the top43.

39 Räddningsverket, 2003, p. 22
40 Räddningsverket, 2003, p. 24
41 See section 4.1
42 Kušić & Lončarić Božić 2018 ,p. 363
43 Kušić & Lončarić Božić 2018, p. 375
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Figure 3. Risk as a function of likelihood and severity of consequences.44

From above, we could hence conclude that, the definitions of risk, hazard and
their expected probability, may hint that data are required in order to assess the
risks. Without data it would not be possible to assess the risks of exposure and the
possible hazard caused by the exposure. Hence, it also follows logically that the
risk assessment deals with the risk rather than hazard assessment as hazard and
exposure related data is the basis for the risk assessment. Therefore, all risk
assessment requires data on potential hazards and exposures. On the other hand,
exposure and an exposure level which causes the adverse effect are related to a
probability. This means that it is not 100% sure that certain exposure level will
cause certain hazard, it is only possible.
A multitude of other factors could also have an effect to the actual reason to a
hazard, e.g. the sensitivity of the individual. In many cases, the combination of
several other factors together with an exposure could cause the adverse effect.
Hence, as the risk assessment is based on the hazard and exposure data which is
only possible, not certain, consequently, all risk assessment contains an inherent
uncertainty.
3.2

Risk assessment and management in the EU

After a number of food scandals, e.g. with the BSE (so called mad cow disease)
the European Commission initiated the separation of risk assessment from the
risk-management: “as a way to regain the trust of European food consumers”45.
44 After Kušić & Lončarić Božić 2018, p. 376
45 Löfstedt, 2011, p. 151. See also Ossege, 2016, p. 7 and Regulation (EC) No 178/2002
Article 6(3)
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The division between risk assessment was further separated from the risk
management in many European regulatory areas, which also lead to the
establishment of for instance EFSA46. It may have also had an effect on the
establishment of further EU agencies which mainly deal with tasks related to risk
assessment, e.g. ECHA.
The risk assessment and management separation was in particular enforced in
2002 when the “Better Regulation Agenda” for the EU was established47. By
separating the mechanisms, also the political risk management and policy making
were separated and EU agencies were tasked to provide science based,
independent risk assessments to the European Commission which then uses the
assessment for further risk management activities48. ECHA has set up a database
with the aim to collect all data available concerning chemicals that are used,
imported or manufactured in the European Union market49. It is an example of a
long term data repository function that these developments have resulted in.
The EU has over time, hence, developed to promote “risk-based approaches”50.
Risk has become part of the international agendas and in the EU, “risk regulation”
and “good governance” have become the guiding principles in addition to
transparency and accountability51. In particular, pharmaceutical and chemical
issues are nowadays considered from risk-perspective and procedures have been
developed to manage the related risks52. At the same time, there seems to exist
certain lack of scientific consistency among independent regulatory agencies,
which, in turn, has resulted in the introduction of conflicting regulatory measures
for instance as regards the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) and the
French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health and Safety
(ANSES)53. In those two cases, Rimkutė has found substantial variation in their
scientific risk assessments54. This, on its turn could be a result of the uncertainty
aspect which is inherent in risk assessment, which also applies to risk assessment
and risk management of chemicals and flavourings at EU level.
46 Rimkutė, 2018, p. 75-76
47 CEPS; Rimkutė, 2018, p. 75
48 Rimkutė, 2018, p. 75-76
49 ECHA – REACH-IT
50 Rothstein et al, 2013, p. 217
51 Rothstein et al, 2013, p. 218
52 Rothstein et al, 2013, p. 228
53 Rimkutė, 2018, p. 71
54 Ibid.
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According to Wennersten, the point with risk analysis, and as discussed in the
previous section 3.1 is to identify the potential damages before they happen. And
that this can be done by using different methods in a systematic way in the risk
analysis55. While it could be possible to eliminate all risks, it might not be
economical, practical or reasonable. Therefore, some risks tend to become
considered as acceptable56. Risk analysis is at the same time never completely
exact as it is based not only on possible consequences but also on their probability
which again is uncertain. Therefore, risk assessment needs to be based on a
purpose, method and data, it needs to be documented and all insecurities and
limitations need to be transparently clarified57.
Indeed, as Löfstedt notes: “Risk assessment has its problems too.”58. The critics
against the division of risk assessments and risk management may claim that it
could actually limit the power of the various actors during the decision and policy
making process. The “scientific boundaries” that can or cannot be regulated
politically or bureaucratically may become more rigorous59. Furthermore, Löfstedt
mentions that risk assessments have in the past been based on a: “wide array of
different methodologies leading in turn to different outcomes, which decrease
their usefulness in terms of predictability.”60. Additionally, criticism has been
raised against the quantitative measurement of issues that according to Löfstedt
cannot actually be measured. Human values is one such aspect that is raised as
unmeasurable61. Löfstedt comes to the conclusion that risk assessment is not
always entirely scientific and that it can, as any research, be affected by the:
“scientific uncertainty” and “expert judgements”62 that could actually be incorrect.
Löfstedt also mentions that risk-assessment may be both expensive and time
consuming, or that different actors could abuse those processes e.g. by delaying
the process, or as Löfstedt mentions: “By injecting some form of scientific
uncertainty they can delay regulation yet further.”63.
As mentioned earlier, risk management in this thesis is understood as the
regulatory control of risks in particular at the level of European Commission
55 Wennersten 2003, p. 247-248
56 Wennersten 2003, p. 250-251
57 Holmgren & Thedéen 2003, 260; 273
58 Löfstedt, 2011, p. 154
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid.
61 Ibid.
62 Löfstedt, 2011, p. 154
63 Löfstedt, 2011, p. 154
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decision making after Comitology. Furthermore, in this thesis, the basic
assumption is that the risk management is preceded by a risk assessment
performed within the auspices of EU agencies, which purpose is to identify and
analyse the risks, and the Commissions task is consider if those risks are
acceptable or whether measures are required in order to reduce the risks i.e. risk
management64.
In some cases, the risk analysis in the EU agencies coincides with a socioeconomic analysis. In some cases, the EU agencies provide a pure scientific risk
assessment. This difference exists in the cases of EFSA and ECHA. Socioeconomic analysis performed by ECHA Committee for Socio Economic Analysis
(SEAC) brings in the social and economical aspects connected to e.g. the use of a
chemical substance and the possible negative or positive aspects related to a
restriction or ban for the economies, people and environment. In ECHA the risk
assessment is hence done in parallel with a socio-economic analysis and a
complete opinion of those two parts is provided to Comitology assessment (see
section 5.2.3). The socio-economic analysis in conjunction with a risk analysis
performed in ECHA, therefore, assesses the risks and benefits 65. Hence, in case of
ECHA, the risk and benefit analysis is formalised and already partially done at the
agency level. How this is done in practice, and its possible impact to the actual
decision making process will be also discussed in this thesis, however the main
focus will be on the risk assessment part.
In case of EFSA, only scientific risk assessment is performed by the agency, and
any socio-economic analysis, should be done by the Commission as stipulated by
the founding regulation of EFSA66. Therefore, in case of EFSA, the risk and
benefit analysis could take into account also societal and economic aspects but
this assessment is not transparent, formalised or standardised67. Also this will be
discussed further later in this thesis.
As mentioned earlier, risk assessment requires information and data about the
potential hazardous properties of a substance as well as the potential exposure,
where both aspects have certain probability. Regulatory risk assessment normally
results in a number of alternative actions e.g. allow/ban/make a new assessment.
64 See also Wennersten 2003, p. 247; Holmgren & Thedéen 2003, p. 253
65 ECHA 5
66 Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, paragraph 19 and 34-35; Article 22 and 6(3)
67 Graven et al., 2017
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In the risk management stage, a decision is made to choose one of the alternative
actions based on the earlier risk assessment.
The risk assessment at EU regulatory agencies contains limitations, for instance,
such limitations could be related to the availability of research results, data etc.
Also, as mentioned in the previous section 3.1, also people’s actions and their
individual and subjective assessment of risks has an impact to the probability of
exposure. But, those actions are very difficult to predict. For instance, a
Eurobarometer showed that 66% of respondents read the safety instructions before
using a chemical product. They also read the instructions more often when it came
to pesticides and less often when it came to detergents. However, only 7% of
those respondents who read the instructions, actually followed them fully68.
Let’s imagine that someone from the 34% who doesn’t read labels, uses the Cif
Expert Kitchen Cleaner and comes up with the idea to mix it with another
detergent, for instance bleach, to get a better effect, even though the label
mentions that the product should not be mixed with other cleaning products69.
Mixing a detergent that contains an acid with for instance bleach, could cause
exposure to chlorine vapour, classified as “acute toxic”70. This hypothetical
example shows the unpredictability of people’s actions and how single false
actions can expose them to hazards unexpectedly. But, it also shows the difficulty
to manage risks efficiently because of this unpredictability.
Sometimes socio-economical factors are weighed in but even here the
uncertainties are present. It may be expected that by e.g. not restricting a
substance, a number of jobs are saved and unemploymency rates will not increase.
But, of course, it is not possible to know whether the expected economic factors,
which were considered in the decision making, will actually realise if e.g. a
substance is not restricted, and it is equally not possible to know ever what would
have been the result if the restriction had happened, and whether the outcome
would have differed.
3.3

Experts as decision makers

In this and the following sections a distinction between formal and informal
decision making powers will be used. This distinction is based on ideas presented
68 EC 5, p. 11
69 Cif clean
70 US National Library of Medicine
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by Ossege71. The basic distinction is that the formal decision making power
concern decision making stipulated in law e.g. an EU regulation. Any other
decision making power is to be concerned informal. However, the informal
decision making power is to certain extent formalised and could be considered
semi-formal, as it is e.g. stipulated in procedures or via tasks allocated based on
legislation.
In this thesis, when looking at the two studied regulations in particular, the formal
and regulatory decision making power is considered to be with the European
Commission, as it has the power to adopt an implementing act after a Comitology,
which becomes EU law when adopted. All other decision power, in this thesis is
considered as informal or non-regulatory, as no other decision making is defined
in legislation and as the informal decision making power rather consists decision
opportunities that arise as a result of tasks given to different actors in legislations
or rules of procedures for instance. One important difference in this regard is that
the formal decision maker makes the final regulatory decision and has in that
connection the power to overrule e.g. opinions provided by other actors based on
their earlier decisions.
The different decision opportunities will be discussed further in the coming
chapters.
Ossege has studied European regulatory agencies and EU decision making in
general and ECHA, European Medicines Agency (EMA) and EFSA in particular,
and claims that the European regulatory agencies are: “Deprived of formal
decision-making powers.72”. He further mentions that while regulatory agencies
do provide scientific advice to decision-makers, it does not mean that the actual
regulatory decision are: “similarly scientific”73.
Therefore, while the EU could be described as “technocratic” and hence suffering
from a “democratic deficit”74, Ossege has concluded that expert advice in public
decision-making is not a new feature75 and that, indeed, in the EU, decision
making, as regards the emerging challenges, may be considered to be more
effective when the decision makers rely on expert organisations’ advice than on a
71 e.g. Ossege 2016, p. 152
72 Ossege 2016, p. 50
73 Ossege 2016, p. 50
74 Ossege 2016, p. 5
75 Ossege, 2016, p. 6
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political assembly76. Expert organisations may also be considered as a “means for
politicians to credibly commit to their policy decisions by delegating
implementing authority to expert organisations at ‘arms length’.”77.
Rimkutė has found that: “Regulatory agencies may exclusively focus on problems
that are marked by high reputational threats to themselves, rather than on the
risks that carry high threats to society.”78. Rimkutė also noted that “Reputational
scholars have demonstrated that bureaucracies may act in the pursuit of a good
organizational reputation because successful endeavours to foster good
reputations are argued to bring many benefits to bureaucratic agencies.”79.
It could be considered as worrying if regulatory agencies are driven by
reputational risks as the outputs and outcomes cannot often be provided by other
organisations80. Reputation of an agency could become its guiding principle when
performing its tasks due to the possible negative image among interest groups,
general public etc.81. However, Rimkutė comes actually to the conclusion that
regulatory agencies will often aim at “scientific gold standard” in order to keep up
their reputation, and, that indeed, for instance in the food safety sector, risk
assessments are now used as a basis for risk management decisions, hence the
reputation goes hand in hand with the quality of the outputs of the EU82.
Rimkutė has indeed shown that, despite the earlier research showing a possible
effect of reputational risks as a guiding principle to agencies, for instance EFSA
actually has focused on: “demonstrating the superior track record of its scientific
conduct and on sending strong professional signals,” and on applying the earlier
mentioned: “scientific gold standard”83.
Based on these findings it is maybe possible to say that for instance EFSA has
provided the scientific risk assessment without political connotations, submitting
its assessments further (to Comitology) risk management at additional
bureaucratic and political level in a system where not only the risks are assessed

76 Ibid.
77 Ossege, 2016, p. 7
78 Rimkutė, 2018, p. 72
79 Ibid.
80 Rimkutė, 2018, p. 73
81 Rimkutė, 2018, p. 74
82 Rimkutė, 2018, p. 75
83 Rimkutė, 2018, p. 79
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but where also additional aspects to regulations are examined from different
angles.
The earlier mentioned comply or explain mechanism provides according to
Ossege e.g. ECHA with rather strong influence to the decision making, and it is
possible that, the decisions are actually already made at ECHA level, rather than
by the Commission84. When it comes to EFSA, however, the situation seems
slightly different. When EFSA provides its scientific risk assessment, the
Commission may use the “precautionary principle” in order to justify a deviation
from the scientific opinion of EFSA. The precautionary principle is explained as a
specific situation where:
•

“there are reasonable grounds for concern that an unacceptable level of
risk to health exists,

•

the available supporting information and data are not sufficiently
complete to enable a comprehensive risk assessment to be made.” 85.

It has been proposed that it is likely that Commission would use the precautionary
principle in areas of “high political salience”86. In these situations, the decision
makers for instance can employ measures to restrict a substance from market87.
However, in order to deviate from the agency opinion, the Commission and the
regulatory committee has to reach a qualified majority88.
While EC could use the precautionary principle in some cases, the regulations
require the Commission to make a decision based on the risk assessment if the
Comitology fails to come to a conclusion. This has actually happened in a number
of GMO authorisation cases where no conclusion was reached in the Comitology
procedure, which lead the Commission to adopt the original positive opinions of
EFSA. The Comitology had not reached a conclusion as the Member States of the
European Union could not agree whether GMO contains risks or not, and as no
opinion was reached, the Committee based its decision on EFSA GMO panel’s
positive opinion. This has been regarded as “politically provocative”89.

84 Ossege 2016, p. 156
85 EC 4, Food Law General Principles
86 Ossege 2016, p. 52; 154
87 Ibid.
88 Ossege 2016, p. 154
89 Klika, Kim & Versluis, 2013, p. 330; Christiansen & Polak, 2009, p 8-9
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At the same time, Ossege has shown, that it is rather unlikely that in cases of high
political importance, Commission would actually proceed to make a decision
when Comitology has not come to a conclusion. It seems that instead of
implementing an agency’s opinion, in such cases, as has been shown in the past,
the Commission would rather not take any action at all, preventing any regulatory
action90. There has been a number of court cases against Commission due to this
non-action in GMO cases for instance91. In cases related to ECHA, on the other
hand, where there are high level of political or economical interest, the
Commission has, instead of adopting a decision, requested ECHA to re-evaluate
the substance once more92 which in a way delays the process of decision making.
Furthermore, during the Comitology, the Commission often: “engages in practice
in a process of discussion and debate as to the precise provisions of its final draft
implementing measures with the committee,”93 before the final draft opinion is
provided formally to the Committee. This process during the Comitology might
give the committees even more power than seems from the legislation initially94.
While regulations in food and chemicals sector apply directly in all EU countries,
there has been traditionally the possibility to apply for temporary exceptions. For
instance, in the food safety area, both Finland and Sweden have both had a
temporary exemption (renewed every 5 years) on Baltic herring and salmon which
contain too high levels of PCBs and dioxin. Hence, both Swedish and Finnish
Baltic herring and salmon can be sold in those countries respectively, while in
other EU countries their sales is banned. This, even though the European
Commission put in 2001 forward a regulation with lower maximum levels of
dioxins in fish, than has proven to occur in Swedish and Finnish Baltic herring
and salmon95. According to Löfstedt: “These nations are not always in favour of
hazard assessments and bans”96. Indeed, they seem to balance benefits related to
the impact on their economies and heritage as more important than the risks97.
Varying implementation of regulations in the EU member states, based on e.g.
exceptions could undermine the citizens’ trust in those regulatory processes and
90 Ossege 2016, p. 164-165
91 Ossege 2016, p. 165-166
92 Ossege 2016, p. 167
93 Brandsma, Curtin & Meijer, 2008, p 13
94 Ibid.
95 Löfstedt, 2011, p. 160
96 Ibid.
97 Ibid.
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their outcomes if they become subject to exposure which could lead to health
hazards. It tends to be important that citizens’ can actually trust that the e.g. food
sold in supermarkets is not dangerous to their health and environment. According
to Löfstedt, the regulation of chemicals and food is not easy and the politicisation
of those processes complicates them even more98.
3.4

Sustainable development and Better Regulation
Agenda

Sustainable development is one aspect of the Better Regulation Agenda in the
meaning that our regulatory processes need to be efficient, take into account
human and environmental aspects at the same time providing for economical
development. In particular food and chemicals safety do have a direct impact on
the lives of people as well as on the environment. Better regulations based on
better regulatory and policy development in these areas are important for the
realisation of chemicals and food safety.
The discussion in the previous chapters shows that, the principles of Better
Regulation Agenda as well as the division of risk assessment from risk
management may offer possibilities to ensure science based good regulatory
decision/policy making. However, irrespective of how good regulatory
decision/policy making processes there are, the science based decision/policy
making remains equally uncertain, it may remain politicised to certain extent, and,
at a later stage in EU countries, the local enforcement may still undermine all the
work done at earlier stages to protect the health of EU citizens.
3.5

Decision making in the EU

Next, I will discuss further the decision making process in EU.
According to Habermas the “process of legislation” is the “place in the legal
system where social integration first occurs.” This means that the legislative
process requires a pre-agreement to the normative principles according to which
the social life will be restricted in the legal process. The normative principles
could for instance already be agreed to via tradition. In any case the procedures
need to be normatively recognised99. With this Habermas seems to mean that it
98 Löfstedt, 2011, p. 168
99 Habermas, 2004, p. 32
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would not work in a society to make laws that would be in direct conflict with the
norms of a society, or via procedures which are not recognised as suitable or
reliable100. This could be regarded as the basis for all law and policy making be it
at national or at EU level. At the EU level, 28 countries’ traditions and norms
should in a way be in harmony with the laws and law and policy making
procedures. It is, however, questionable whether such traditions and norms exist in
the EU. In the current immigration discourse, for instance, tends to appear varying
traditions and norms between older and newer Member States. Such differences
may also exist in other subject areas, and they are possibly mitigated by the
discussions in the European Parliament with voting rules. At the same time, as is
shown in this thesis, the parliamentary discussions and voting are not used in all
decision making in the EU e.g. when it comes to food and chemicals safety, and
while these are areas where high level of expertise is needed in decision making, a
common cultural basis may be required in order to efficiently implement such
regulations as well. The dioxin in fish exemptions in the Nordic countries could
be actually an expression of a mismatch when it comes to tradition in different EU
countries vis-à-vis legislation, is looked at from the point of view of Habermas’
philosophical theory.
The regulatory decision maker in the chemicals and flavouring legislative areas is
the European Commission, as that is where the implementing acts are drafted and
adopted as per the delegated powers. However, this decision making is preceded
by numerous steps, consultations, analyses and even lobbying. After the European
Commission draft implementing acts are adopted, enforcement actions are to be
taken that are again affected by decisions of individuals and national law makers.
At each stage there are a number of decisions made and eventually scattered to a
number of other ”decision makers” moving possibly part of the power to decide
away from the European Parliament (EP)/Council of EU/European Commission
(EC) and to e.g. Experts.
Both chemical and Flavourings Regulations contain provisions where the
Comitology process could be activated. From this follows that, at the end of the
day, the European Commission takes the final regulatory decision on whether for
instance to restrict a substance or not. After Commission decision, the restrictions
are eventually entered into the REACH Regulation, Annex XV on restrictions and
become hence part of the EU law101, and the flavourings list is amended. At the
100 Ibid.
101 ECHA, 2007, p. 10
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same time, the entire process which precedes the Comitology, has the aim to
provide the European Commission with enough information to be able to make an
appropriate decision, and at that stage, a number of decisions could also made.

Figure 4. Decision flow based on European Commission’s decision making point of view.

In Figure 4, the decision making process during the Comitology is described. The
European Commission receives the suggestion to restrict/authorise e.g. from an
EU agency and drafts the draft implementing act. The process starts when the
draft implementing act is provided to the Comitology. In other words, the review
of the proposal, public consultation and input processes and the risk assessment
have already taken place at the agency level. The Commission receives hence a
proposal which already contains a risk assessment of the substance, all relevant
information it needs according to the regulations, and based on that information it
is supposed to draft the implementing act. During the Comitology process, hence,
the commission and the relevant actors, e.g. the committee where normally EU
Member States are represented, which participate in the Comitology, have two
alternatives: either to allow the substance or to ban it. When evaluating whether to
allow or to ban, the Commission/committee reviews the risk assessment provided
by the relevant EU agency. In the risk assessment, from ECHA, there is also an
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analysis of the risks vs benefits of a for instance a ban to e.g. risks or benefits to
the economy of the EU and the same of not banning to e.g. risks or benefits to the
health and safety of people and environment. In case of EFSA, the Commission is
supposed to take into account societal and economic aspects in its decision
making, in addition to the risk assessment provided by EFSA102.
3.6

Decision making capacities of the EU agencies

Ossege has identified a number of formal-decision making competences that e.g.
EFSA and ECHA have. These are the agencies’ rule-making activities that guide
the agencies’ and their committees in their work103. This means that the agencies
indeed may draft their own procedures and guidance documentations that guide
their work104. At the same time, The European Commission seems to exercise a
high level of scrutiny on the regulatory agencies in general and in their rule
making documentation in particular, which actually decreases the agencies formal
decision making capacities when it comes to e.g. interpretation of the law to its
procedures105.
These rule-making capacities fall outside of the realm of this thesis, as in this
thesis we will look at the risk assessment (which could contain decision making
opportunities), and the risk management (which is considered as regulator
decision making), but not the actual framework setting for these processes in
terms of rule making and procedure drafting outside of the actual processes
studied here.
Ossege has come to the conclusion that the regulatory agencies seem to be “defacto regulatory decision makers.” except in areas of high political salience e.g.
the GMO authorisations106. When it comes to the scientific decision making
autonomy of the regulatory agencies, e.g. when producing a scientific opinion of a
substance, Ossege has concluded that it remains high when it comes to European
Commission influence, however, external actors e.g. stakeholders have
“substantive access to agency decision-making.”107. The fact that external

102 Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, paragraph 34-35; Article 22 & 6(3)
103 Ossege 2016, p. 89
104 e.g. Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, Article 28(9)
105 Ossege 2016, p. 96-97
106 Ossege 2016, p. 169
107 Ossege 2016, p. 133
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stakeholders enjoy many access points to the decision-making could limit the
autonomy of the regulatory agencies108.
Due to the fact that the regulatory agencies do lack real formal decision-making
powers, their influence on regulatory decision making is actually not clear109.
Ossege mentions that if however, public decision-making is “scientisised” then
the public decisions will be taken based on technical information and if the
European Commission would adopt regulatory decisions deviating from the
scientific recommendations of the agencies, then this would eventually mean that
a higher importance is put on political and economic considerations by the
European Commission, than on the scientific considerations provided by a
European regulatory agency110. If this is the case, then all the aims to divide the
risk assessment and risk management could be undermined.
According to Ossege, as regards EFSA, while “many Commission decisions
clearly reflect the agency’s scientific opinion, some areas show substantive
deviation or delays.”111. When it comes to ECHA it was not possible to find
similar information within the realm of this thesis while this could be an
interesting area to research further. Based on an analysis made by Ossege (based
on interviews), ECHA’s political influence was described as high by 80% of the
respondents, whereas EFSA’s influence was described as high only by 55%112.
Ossege mentions that the regulatory agencies enjoy generally high policy
influence, even though they lack formal decision-making powers, and that this is
not actually a surprise but something that also other scholars have shown113.
Therefore, it is indeed important to study this informal decision making power.
It is noteworthy that it seems that, the selection procedure of experts to ECHA and
EFSA differs significantly and also affects how likely Member States are to follow
the scientific opinion later at the Comitology stage114. EFSA selects it’s experts via
an open call based on academic and professional merit115. Many of the experts
hence could work otherwise at universities and research institutions. At ECHA the
experts are associated with each Member State and it is according to Ossege
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

Ossege 2016, p. 133
Ossege 2016, p. 149
Ossege 2016, p. 149
Ossege 2016, p. 150
Ossege 2016, p. 150-151
Ossege 2016, p. 152
Ossege 2016, p. 156-157
Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, paragraph 46
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unlikely that the Member State committees during the Comitology later would go
against opinions of ECHA Committee Risk Assessment (RAC) and Committee for
Socio-economic Analysis (SEAC) where actually their own Member State
representatives sit. Such a connection between EFSA experts and EC committees
does not exist116. However, EFSA has created an advisory forum which partially
fills this gap117.
Ossege has in his research considered the EU regulatory agencies as single entities
without really differentiating between e.g. the agencies’ committees and the
agencies themselves. This appears sometimes problematic, as for instance the
members of the RAC and SEAC and EFSA scientific panels are not staff of the
agencies118. Hence, their roles and responsibilities, remuneration and interests may
be different than of EFSA and ECHA representatives in general 119. Therefore, in
this theses, I have differentiated between different semi-external bodies from the
agencies as concerns “actors” in the decision making processes.
An actor could for instance be a decision maker which is connected to an EU
regulatory agency or not. In this thesis, it will be the basic understanding that most
of the process preceding the Comitology is under the coordination of an EU
regulatory agency. However, the EU regulatory agency cannot necessarily be
considered as one single decision maker, it could instead be individuals,
committees etc. that actually make the decisions. Therefore, for instance the RAC
and SEAC committees are not considered as ECHA in general, in this thesis, but
as separate “actors” or decision makers.

116 Ossege 2016, p. 156-157
117 Ossege 2016, p. 158
118 Ossege 2016, p. 156-157
119 While the findings of Ossege have been presented in this thesis extensively and are
used as research based advice in this thesis, no direct conclusions can be made in
relation to this thesis based on Ossege’s findings. This due to the simple fact that the
methodology to find the various actors in the decision/policy making processes in
this thesis is based on the procedures and legislation themselves identifying the
actual moments when decisions are made and by whom, while Ossege’s study
appears to have been made at a more general level and is largely based on interviews.
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4

Overview of REACH and Flavourings
Regulations

Before moving on, next follows a short overview of the REACH and Flavourings
Regulation which may be necessary in order for the reader to understand the later
parts of the thesis.
4.1

REACH Regulation

When it comes to REACH Regulation, in this thesis, we are in particular
interested in the Annex XV restrictions procedure. REACH Regulation contains
also another important regime to limit hazardous chemicals in the EU, namely the
authorisation regime. One of the main differences between authorisation and
restriction regimes under REACH Regulation are that a decision of authorisation
requires that each company submits use-specific application dossiers to ECHA i.e.
related to that particular use. As regards Annex XV regime, any restriction
imposed by REACH will apply directly to all entities or companies and their
compliance is required as regards the specific conditions stipulated in the Annex
XV120. Restriction hence concerns a complete ban from the European market of a
substance on its own or in an article.
The restriction dossiers are normally expected to be submitted by Competent
Authorities of the EU Member States121. Before submitting a restriction dossier
the applicant must identify the substance and justify why the use within the EU
would represent an unacceptably high risk for human health and the environment.
A risk assessment made by the applicant serves as the basis for the justification,
and should be accompanied by a demonstration that the risk management
measures currently available are insufficient to control the risk, and that a
restriction is an appropriate method of risk management122.
The purpose of the restriction regime is hence to “address unacceptable risks to
human health or the environment, arising from the manufacture, use or placing on
the market of substances, which need to be addressed on a Community-wide
basis”123. The restriction regime covers “any substance in its own, in a
120 Bergkamp & Herbatschek, 2014, p. 229
121 Williams et al., 2009, p. 568
122 Ibid.
123 ECHA, 2007, p. 10
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preparation or in an article.”124. Consequently, the REACH restriction measures
also apply to substances in articles125 and substances that are restricted cannot be
used in the manufacturing of articles e.g. clothes, shoes, furniture. They can also
not be present in products that are imported into the EU126.
REACH Annex XV Restriction could mean normally either that a substance is
completely banned or limited in its concentration or migration. The restriction
could also only be limited for instance to a particular use of a substance127.
According to the REACH Regulation, if there is an ‘unacceptable risk to human
health or the environment which needs to be addressed on a Community-wide
basis’, a restriction must be adopted128. However, Bergkamp & Herbatschek have
noted that the notion of “unacceptable risk” has not been defined in the
regulation. This could mean that the authorities have certain liberty to interpret
it129. Furthermore, according to REACH, if the European Commission, ECHA or a
Member State “considers’ that a risk is not ‘adequately controlled’, a restriction
proposal (Annex XV dossier) must be prepared.”130.
Annex XV stipulates that any such proposal of restriction must meet the “rules
applicable to the Chemical Safety Report (CSR)”131. Bergkamp & Herbatschek
have concluded that “the term ‘unacceptable risk’ may encompass all
inadequately controlled risks, but these terms may not be entirely synonymous as
REACH seems to distinguish ‘not adequately controlled’ from ‘unacceptable
risk’.”132. Furthermore, it has to be necessary that the identified unacceptable risk
is addressed at the EU level respecting the “subsidiarity principle” of the
European Union133. Hence, if a restriction is better addressed at the national level,
then that should be done there, rather than at the EU level.
The Annex XV dossier on restriction must provide information on alternative
substances and equally the potential “risks to human health and environment
related to the manufacture and use of the alternatives.”134. Furthermore, the
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

Ibid.
Williams et al., 2009, p. 568
Williams et al., 2009, p. 569
Bergkamp & Herbatschek, 2014, p. 227
REACH Regulation, Article 68(1)
Bergkamp & Herbatschek, 2014, p. 228
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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restriction dossier needs to contain an assessment concerning the “effectiveness,
practicality and enforceability of a restriction.”135. Part of the restriction decision
is based on a socio-economic analysis also included in the Annex XV dossier 136.
From this follows that it is not always that an unacceptable risk results in a
restriction, if there could be other more appropriate measures available to manage
the risk. Such other measures could be for instance classification and labelling137.
4.2

Flavourings Regulation

The new Regulation 1334/2008 on flavourings and certain food ingredients with
flavouring properties for use in and on foods was adopted by the European
Parliament and the Council on 16 December 2008. The new legislation was under
preparation for years and its aim is to ensure the effective functioning of the
internal market in the European Union as well as a high level of protection of
human health and consumers138. The Regulation became applicable 20 January
2011, while it replaced the previous framework Directive of 1988139. Already in
the earlier regimes, only flavourings authorised were accepted to be used in the
European market. The new regulation established an EU list of flavourings
substances as part of Annex I of the Regulation (EC) No 1334/2008. To certain
substances it also sets the accepted levels of occurrence140.
The aim of flavourings is to give certain aromas to food products. Most of the
flavourings are organic substances which evaporate. Some of them are however
salts, for instance the ammonium chloride. Many of the flavourings are actually
natural ingredients that already are available in food also naturally141.
The flavourings list contains currently more than 2100 flavourings142. While the
new legislation was coming into force, 400 flavourings already listed earlier
where allowed to still be considered authorised until a new risk assessment was
performed by EFSA. A number of such flavourings were since deleted from the

135
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137
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139
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Bergkamp & Herbatschek, 2014, p. 228
Ibid.
Heinimaa, 2011, p. 1
Directive 88/388/EEC
Heinimaa, 2011, p .2
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 13
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 16
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list and some of them were kept. An EU Flavourings Information System has been
set up and it contains currently information of some 2800 flavourings143.

143 Suominen et al., 2018, p. 16
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5

Decision making under REACH and
Flavourings regulations

At this stage we should remind us of the purpose of this thesis which is
formulated in the research questions that were earlier defined for this thesis in
section 1.2:
1. Do decision making opportunities at Expert level really exist in the EU
decision making process as regards the Flavourings and REACH
regulations?
2. If such decision opportunities exist in those processes, what is their impact
and who are the actors?
3. What decision making methods are used in the decision making in those
processes? and finally,
4. Is risk management really based on risk assessment when it comes to the
two sample cases studied in this thesis and did the comply or explain
mechanism seem relevant?
We will in this chapter look for answers mainly to the research questions one to
three.

Figure 5. Restriction procedure under REACH.144

Below are illustrations which describe in detail the three decision making
processes under REACH and Flavourings Regulation as well as the Comitology.
The decision processes in Figure 5 and Figure 6 represent the various moments
where decisions could be made in a restriction process, and are illustrated by the
polygon form. The Comitology described in Figure 7 represents in its entirety a
decision making process where the actual final decision is made by the European
144 After ECHA 2
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Commission at the end, but equally, during the earlier stages of the Comitology
there could be various decision making opportunities. All moments where actors
could could make decisions are illustrated by the polygon form also in Figure 7
I n Figure 5, the restriction procedure under REACH is illustrated. The REACH
regulation stipulates that the EC, ECHA or an EU Member State may submit a
restriction proposal. At that moment, they may decide to submit or not to submit a
proposal. That proposal is then received by ECHA and recorded in the registry of
intentions. Thereafter, the RAC and SEAC perform a conformity check. They
decide whether the dossier may be considered be in conformity or not. After that,
the proposal is published, public consultation is normally organised where for
instance the industry, trade unions and NGOs can provide their inputs while RAC
and SEAC prepare the scientific risk assessment and socio-economic assessment.
The both committees take into account the inputs of the Forum of Enforcement
Authorities. At the end of the day, RAC and SEAC submit their opinions to EC
respectively. After that, the Comitology process described in Figure 7 below
starts.

Figure 6. Authorisation procedure under Flavourings Regulation.145

In the flavourings authorisation process, described in Figure 6 above, the EC, EU
Member States or an interested party (normally a company that wants to
use/produce a new flavouring) submit a request for authorisation to the European
Commission. Those actors hence make a decision in this moment. The European
145 After EC 3
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Commission does a first review and then considers whether a risk assessment by
EFSA is necessary. At this stage, the EC makes hence a decision to either seek an
opinion of EFSA or not. A scientific paper is then prepared at the EFSA working
group meetings that finally results in a scientific opinion. The scientific panel and
the relevant working groups may hence have had room to decide on the contents
of the scientific draft opinion which is sent to the European Commission. After
that, the Comitology process described in Figure 7 below starts. As mentioned
earlier, the EFSA risk assessment concentrates on a scientific risk assessment, and
any socio-economic analysis would be done at the Commission level. This is one
of the main differences between the assessment processes in EFSA and ECHA.
This will be discussed below further.

Figure 7. Comitology procedure.146

The Comitology process illustrated in Figure 7 above consists of several steps i.e.
the arrival of the scientific opinion to the European Commission from the risk
146 After: Council of the European Union, 2011
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assessment or risk and socio-economic assessment performed by an agency
(EFSA or ECHA respectively). The first European Commission examination
procedure will then take place and the public consultations where e.g. trade unions
and industry may provide their inputs could be organised. Thereafter, a number of
steps are taken where committee members of the relevant committee in the
European Commission provide either no opinion; a negative opinion or a positive
opinion. After that, the EC prepares the draft implementing act which forms a
regulatory decision made by the European Commission. There is also a possibility
for the applicant to appeal the decision of the European Commission. Indeed, an
important decision is taken at the level of the draft implementing act and the
Commission has at this stage got three alternatives to choose from, and shall
choose the best option based on the risks and a possible analysis on the benefits,
provided in practise by the agencies and via public consultations.
5.1

Decision opportunities

In the previous section, first review of decision opportunities was presented. It
now seems that indeed, there exist possible additional decision opportunities and
hence the first research question in section 1.2 is at least partially answered to:
decision making opportunities seem to exist in the EU decision making process,
when it comes to food and chemicals regulatory processes.
Next, I have detailed further the relevant decision opportunities, decision makers
i.e. the “actors”, and possible impact of the decisions in order to answer also to
research question: “If such decision opportunities exist, what is their impact and
who are the actors?”
Based on a search in large number of documents, the various decision makers and
decision making opportunities in the procedure have been identified. Such
opportunities have been found to be e.g. moments where a change of course could
occur to a different direction than what would have been originally expected. Such
a decision opportunity therefore provides the actor with certain power. This power
could have different level of impact for the rest of the procedure. Possible impacts
that could be originated by a decision could for instance be to:
1. start/stop a process, increase the pace of the process or delay a process,
2. influence the outcome/content of the process heavily,
3. influence the outcome/content of the process slightly.
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In this regard, only the three above mentioned possible impacts will be used to
compare the importance of the decision opportunities.
As may be understood from foregoing, the decision opportunities consist of
situations where some kind of decision making method may or may not be used.
The research question 3 in section 1.2 considers the methods, and in the following
chapters information about the use of such methods at the decision opportunities
will be also looked for. It should be noted however, that the methods mentioned in
this thesis should not be considered as an exhaustive overview of all methods used
but as examples of such in order to illustrate a possible systematic assessment of
risks prior to management of the risks. Furthermore, while it is not possible to
analyse every single decision opportunity in detail, from the overall mapping of
the decision opportunities, I have below listed the various decision opportunities
and their impact in order to identify the most crucial decision making moments.
Those most crucial moments that have the highest impact are then going to be
studied further in this thesis.
In below Table 1, all three decision making processes described in Figure 5,
Figure 6 and Figure 7 are searched for and listed and the main
decision opportunities that could be found at different levels of all processes
have been compiled into one table.
Information about the different decision opportunities was searched mainly in the
following documents and websites were: Comitology147, PAFF Committees148,
Common Authorisation Process149, Restriction150, Restriction Procedure151,
Committee for Risk Assessment152, EFSA public consultations registry, Factsheet,
Entry into force of new Comitology rules153, EC public consultation registry,
Guidance for the preparation of an Annex XV dossier for restrictions154, Guidance
on Socio-Economic Analysis – Restrictions155, Framework for RAC and SEAC in
checking conformity and developing opinions on restriction proposals156,
147 EC 1
148 EC 2
149 EC 3
150 ECHA 1
151 ECHA 2
152 ECHA 3
153 Council of the European Union 2011
154 ECHA, 2007
155 ECHA, 2008
156 ECHA, 2015
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Framework for RAC and SEAC in checking conformity and developing opinions
on restriction proposals, Working procedure for RAC and SEAC on developing
opinions on Annex XV Restriction Dossiers157, European legislation on food
flavourings158, Working procedure for RAC and SEAC on conformity check of
Annex XV Restriction dossiers159, Flavourings Regulation of 2008160, Commission
implementing regulation of 872/2012161, the Flavourings regulation of 1996162, the
Flavourings regulation of 1999163.
Every decision opportunity has been allocated an expected impact type and the
level. The following rationale was used based on the earlier listed possible
impacts for that purpose:
1. start/stop a process, increase the pace of the process or delay a process:
Impact level used in this thesis: If the decision made at that moment could
start or stop the entire process, then the impact level is set to high.
2. influence the outcome/content of the process heavily:
Impact level used in this thesis: If the decision made could have a major
impact on the outcome (in terms of content) or content of the process,
then the impact level is set to medium.
3. influence the outcome/content of the process slightly.
Impact level used in this thesis: If the decision made could have only a
slight impact to the content or outcome (in terms of content) of the
process then the impact level is set to low164.

157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164

ECHA, 2015a
Heinimaa, 2011
RAC & SEAC, 2015
Regulation (EC) No 1334/2008
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 872/2012
Regulation (EC) No 2232/96
1999/217/EC: Commission Decision
There could be different ways to allocate impact value and to analyse it. I have found
this my own invented method useful in this regard in order to get an overview of the
impact levels of different actors. However, this does not aim to show an exhaustive
or the only possible way of analysis. The main aim is to find a way to compare the
decision opportunities, and using the same method in both cases.
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Table 1. Decision making opportunities during risk assessment.
Decision
Opportunity

Decision
examples

Submission of a Decision on
request/
what matter
proposal
to submit to
the
procedure.
Decision on
whether EFSA
opinion is
required

Required –
not required?

Conformity
check

Conforms –
does not
conform?

Actors under Actors under Possible
REACH
Flavourings
impact to the
Regulation
Regulation
process flow
EC; MS;
ECHA

EC; MS;
Interested
parties (could
also be
EFSA).

Could prevent High
procedure

EC

Could prevent Medium
EFSA
involvement

RAC-SEAC

Risk
Authorisation
assessment by or not?
scientific panel

Risk
assessment by
RAC/SEAC

Restriction or RAC-SEAC
not?

Public
consultation

Who invited, ECHA
how wide
publicity
etc.?

Level of
impact to the
process flow

Could prevent High
examination
Scientific
Panel & WG
which prepare
the risk
assessment

Medium
Could affect
contents and
eventual
outcome much
Could affect
Medium
contents and
eventual
outcome much

EFSA
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Could affect
contents and
eventual
outcome
slightly

Low

Table 2. Decision making opportunities during Comitology.
Decision
Opportunity

Decision
examples

Actors
under
REACH
Regulation

Actors
Possible impact
under
to the process
Flavourings flow
Regulation

Level of
impact to
the process
flow

EC first draft

What does EC
propose – what
not?

EC

EC

Could affect
Medium
contents and
eventual outcome
much

Review of first Agreement with
draft
EC proposal - yes
or no?

MS
Committee

MS
Committee

Could prevent or
delay procedure

Public
Interests,
consultation & possibilities to
other
participate?
stakeholder
involvement

Stakeholders Stakeholders Could affect
Low
contents and
eventual outcome
slightly

High

Throughout
Comitology
process

Possibility to
Council/EP
intervene voting/discussions
in the meetings

Council/EP

Could affect
High
contents and
eventual outcome
or potentially
prevent/delay
procedure

Lobbying

Lobbyists
Interests –
towards
possibilities and
access to decision Council/EP
makers?

Lobbyists
towards
Council/EP

Could affect
Low
contents and
eventual outcome
slightly

EC second
draft

What does EC
propose – what
not?

EC

EC

Could affect
Medium
contents and
eventual outcome
much

Review of EC Agreement with
proposal
EC proposal: yes
or no?

MS
Committee

MS
Committee

Could prevent or
delay procedure

Potential
appeal

Agreement with
EC proposal: yes
or no?

Appeal
Committee

Appeal
Committee

Could prevent or High
delay procedure
or affect contents

Potential no
opinion from
MS
Committee

EC can in some
cases push
through the draft
in case of a no
opinion

EC

EC

Could affect
contents much

Medium

Adoption of
draft act

Yes or no?

EC
(potentially
EP/Council
decision
required)

EC
(potentially
EP/Council
decision
required)

Could prevent or
delay procedure

High

Agencies
and
enforcement
authorities

Agencies
and
enforcement
authorities

Could affect the
success of the
intended impact
of the legislation

Medium

Implementatio Enforcement or
non-enforcement,
n and
enforcement
fines, interests
(corruption?)
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High

The initial outcome presented in Table 1 and Table 2, shows that the European
Commission has five decision opportunities under REACH and six under
Flavourings Regulation of High or Medium impact. Hence, the European
Commission appears to have the highest amount of impact and highest number of
decision making opportunities, which should be expected due to the formal
decision making powers it has. The Member States have three opportunities under
REACH and two under Flavourings Regulation, RAC/SEAC two under REACH
and the scientific panels of EFSA one. The other actors have one opportunity
each.
This assessment is naturally only a conclusion based on this specific analysis as
regards the specific regulations studied, and should not be considered as a
statement based on scientifically exhaustive analysis applicable in all cases. The
purpose of this ranking is solely to make a systematic overview and ordering of
the different decision opportunities in order to select those opportunities that
appear to be most relevant for further analysis. However, there are many other
decision opportunities with other actors that also have high impact according to
the table but also outside the table, opportunities of which currently no
information has been found within the realm of this thesis.
The highest impact overall, in this analysis, seems to be with the following actors
in descending order and these will also be selected for further investigation and
analysis for the purpose of this thesis:
•

EC as well as the Member States and/or
Member State Committees;

•

RAC/SEAC;

•

ECHA and EFSA,

•

EFSA scientific panels.

From this initial overview it seems that we can answer partially to research
question no 1. The decision opportunities existence seems true. However, based
on this initial review, it seems that the EC does have more decision opportunities
than others in the area of this thesis. The decision opportunities of Experts with
e.g. agencies seem to be actually less in number and have less impact. It could
also be possible to conclude that ECHA and it’s committees have got more
decision making opportunities and with higher impact than EFSA, under the
Flavourings and Restriction regimes.
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Based on the above Tables 1-2, I next collected, based on the impact levels as well
as availability of data in the below Table 3 and Table 4, a list of
decision opportunities which will be examined in the realm of this thesis. The aim
is to get an overview over the most ”powerful” actors as regards those particular
regulatory procedures but also taking into account that not in all cases data is
available, in order to make the study relevant and practical. Those with low
impact are hence excluded from the realm of this thesis.
Table 3. Decision opportunities related to REACH regulation - to be studied in detail.
Decision Decision
Decision
opportu Opportunity examples
nity no:

Actors under Possible impact Level of
REACH
to the process
impact
Regulation
flow
to the
process
flow

1

Submission
of a request/
proposal

Decision on
what matter
to submit to
the
procedure.

EC; MS;
ECHA

Could prevent
procedure

High

2

Conformity
check

Conforms –
does not
conform?

RAC-SEAC

Could prevent
examination

High

3

Risk and
socioeconomic
assessment
by
RAC/SEAC

Restriction or RAC-SEAC
not?

Could affect
contents and
eventual
outcome much

Medium

4

Adoption of
draft act

Adopt – not
adopt?

Could prevent or High
delay procedure

EC
(potentially
EP/Council
decision
required)
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Thesis
related
Notes

Only
concerning
the two
real cases

Table 4. Decision opportunities related to Flavourings regulation - to be studied in detail.
Decision
Decision
Decision
opportunity Opportunity examples
no:

Actors
under
Flavourings
Regulation

Possible
impact to
the process
flow

Level of Thesis
impact to related
the
Notes
process
flow

1

Submission
of a
request/prop
osal

Decision on
what matter
to submit to
the
procedure.

EC; MS;
Interested
parties
(could also
be EFSA).

Could
prevent
procedure

High

2

Decision on
whether
EFSA
opinion is
required

Required –
EC
not required?

Medium
Could
prevent
EFSA
involvement

3

Risk
assessment
by scientific
panel

Authorisation EFSA
or not?
Scientific
Panel & WG
which
prepare the
risk
assessment

Could affect Medium
contents and
eventual
outcome
much

4

Adoption of
draft act

Adopt – not
adopt?

Could
prevent or
delay
procedure

EC
(potentially
EP/Council
decision
required)

High

Only
concerning
the two
real cases.

From the summary of the decision opportunities in the above tables, the different
actors’ possible impact to the process is listed and this answers partially to the
research question no 2: “If such decision opportunities exist, what is their impact
and who are the actors?”. Indeed, there seem to exist several decision
opportunities and those could have a varying impact to the process. However, as
mentioned above, it still seems that the decision making at the Commission level
has a higher impact than the decision making at other levels.
The decision opportunities reflect also the decision making processes as described
in Figure 5, Figure 6 and Figure 7, and in order to further clarify the position of
the different opportunities in this process, both processes are illustrated in Figure
8 where the decision making opportunities are illustrated by the polygon format.
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Figure 8. Decision making opportunities position in the relevant processes.

Next, the data in above tables is used to investigate those opportunities in Figure 8
in detail and as per regulation: REACH and Flavourings regulations separately.
We are going to enter each decision opportunity polygon and look what happens
inside that polygon and what are the methods used in that decision opportunity.
5.2

REACH Decision opportunities

In this sections, a selection of the decision opportunities under REACH Annex
XV Restriction process will be further studied based on the earlier list of those
opportunities and their impact.
5.2.1

REACH Decision opportunity no 1.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:
Actors under REACH regulation:

Submission of a request/proposal
Decision on what matter to submit to the
procedure.
EC; MS165; ECHA166

165 MS, Member State
166 ECHA 6
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ECHA has provided extensive guidance on how to decide whether a restriction
proposal is to be submitted or not. This section provides an overview of the
guidance as the main source of information about this decision opportunity.
However, it should be noted while reading about the “trigger” below, as already
mentioned above, the notion of ‘unacceptable risk’ has not been defined in the
regulation and that this could mean that the authorities have certain liberty to
interpret it167.
The process according to ECHA starts with the establishing whether there is a
“trigger” for a restriction proposal which could be for instance a suspicion or an
initial concern. After that, the reasonable concern would be established or defined.
Then, it would be established whether there is a need for a Community-wide
restriction, which is based on a risk assessment as well as an assessment of
effectiveness of the implemented measures. Thereafter, the dossier would be
prepared in order to document the justification for the suggested Community-wide
restriction including a first risk assessment and a socio-economic analysis with
information on alternative substances in order to substitute a restricted
substance168.
Triggers
ECHA has provided two examples of “triggers” for initiating the restriction
process. One of the triggers concern the suspicion of a “combined exposure” to
potentially hazardous substance when the substance is produced in larger
quantities through degradation. Another trigger is the aggregated exposure from
several sources thereof information could be based on several Chemical Safety
Reports (CSRs) available169. While all the triggers should become triggers only if
there is a “reasonable concern”, it does not, however, seem to be defined in the
guidance what such a reasonable concern would be, it seems, indeed, be up to the
applicant to define it170.
The guidance also implies that certain information needs to be available and
normally the information should be collected from an existing chemical
registration dossier submitted already earlier under REACH Regulation, and
167
168
169
170

Bergkamp & Herbatschek, 2014, p. 228
ECHA, 2007
ECHA, 2007, p. 14
ECHA, 2007, p. 13
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where the possible subsequent substance evaluation under compliance check
would have already been performed by ECHA171. If such a dossier does not yet
exist, then in some cases other substance reviews could be used e.g. from OECD,
however, ECHA recommends to use the “primary sources of data” i.e. a
registration dossier already submitted to ECHA172. Therefore, if data is not
available from a registration dossier, it appears that a restriction dossier cannot be
submitted in practise. All procedures hence start with the availability of the data,
normally in a registration dossier.
As substances for which a registration dossier has already been submitted and a
registration number allocated, normally already are on the market, it ought hence
be logical that a restriction dossier can often only be submitted for substances that
are already on the market173, and therefore, the restriction procedure could be
considered as reactive rather than preventive in this regard.
Decision making methods
ECHA has provided in the guidance documentation a number of overviews over
the various “sub-decisions” that guide the actor on how to decide if a restriction is
needed. Figure 9 below is an illustration of one such guidance overview.
The “diamond” shapes in the illustration represent the moments where an
assessment is made and it results in a “yes” or “no” which leads in the process
further to another step. In this thesis, it is assumed that the basis for each yes/no
decision is scientific data available e.g. in a dossier which is analysed based on the
data, and the yes/no decision is made. Any other deeper assessment of those
yes/no decisions would require deeper scientific analysis, which is outside of the
realm of this thesis, and therefore, we will look at these methods from a
procedural/superficial level.
I n Figure 9, the decision process starts with the concern over unacceptable risk
and after several steps of analysis and yes/no decisions, the process results in one
of the two conclusions: risk is substantiated or risk cannot be substantiated174. If a
risk is substantiated, then a dossier should be submitted to ECHA.

171
172
173
174

ECHA, 2007, p. 17
ECHA, 2007, p. 11
ECHA, 2007, p. 17; ECHA 4
ECHA, 2007, p. 19-20
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Figure 9. The process to evaluate if a risk assessment by ECHA is needed or not.175 176

175 Adapted after image on ECHA, 2007, p. 20
176 All process workflow images in the coming chapters, where yes/no decisions are
made have been adapted from the original versions to the ISO 9001standards
concerning process flowcharts in order to make them easier to read and to compare.
Hence, the “diamond” format illustrates a yes/no decision where a “yes” option
always leads downwards in the process and a “no” leads to the side. (9001
Simplified)
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Figure 10. ECHA’s guidance on how to decide whether a risk or hazard assessment is
needed.177

Another scheme is available as regards the risk and hazard assessment in Figure
10 This overview starts with the hazard and exposure assessments respectively
and ends with two alternative situations: 1. Annex XV dossier is not to be
drafted (“Document and submit to ECHA”), or, 2. The analysis whether an
Annex XV dossier is needed can continue (“Document and start analysis if EUwide action is necessary”).
It hence seems that the answer to the research question number three: “What
decision making methods are used in the decision making?”, is partially answered
as regards the REACH decision opportunity no 1, systematic decision making
is expected by using the methods for instance described above in Figure 9 and
10. The methods are to be used by those who are planning to submit an Annex
XV dossier to ECHA.

177 Adapted after image in ECHA, 2007, p. 32
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5.2.2

REACH - Decision opportunity no 2.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:
Actors under REACH regulation:

Conformity check
Conforms – does not conform?
RAC-SEAC

ECHA's RAC gives its opinion on the suggested restriction as regards its
appropriateness to reduce the risk to human health or the environment178. At the
same time, the SEAC prepares an opinion about the socio-economic impacts of
the suggested restrictions. Before any dossier is analysed or such opinion is
drafted, a conformity check is conducted by RAC and SEAC179.
ECHA has published detailed guidance for the compilation of the Annex XV
dossier to the applicants. In particular two guidance documents are related to the
conformity check: the Guidance for the preparation of an Annex XV dossier for
Restrictions180 and Guidance on Socio-Economic Analysis – Restrictions181. The
guidance is aimed to provide instructions to those who are involved in the Annex
XV dossier compilation182 but also describes the content and format for the
dossier. Discrepancy from that format would most likely result in a nonconformity as a result of the RAC/SEAC reviews.
Annex XV dossier must include information on:
•

hazards

•

risks

•

information on alternatives if available

•

justification for restriction at Community level

•

socio-economic assessment if applicable

The dossier forms then the basis for the European Commission decision on
restriction183.
The conformity check responsibility is shared between RAC and SEAC184. The
purpose of the conformity check is to ensure that the Annex XV restriction dossier
178
179
180
181
182
183
184

ECHA 2
ECHA 2
ECHA, 2007
ECHA, 2008
ECHA, 2008, p. 21 & ECHA, 2007, p. 9
ECHA, 2007
RAC & SEAC, 2015
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contains all the elements required as per Annex XV of REACH regulation185. The
conformity check hence does not consider the quality of data in the dossier or:
“whether the action proposed in the dossier is justified” it simply verifies that the
dossier is admissible before the formal evaluation process starts186.
The RAC and SEAC are guided in their review by a “conformity check
template”187 and the Conformity Check Guidance where there is also a check list
for the conformity check188. Both committees prepare a conformity report
respectively as an outcome of the review where they answer “yes” or “no” to each
question in the check list and provide comments/information/reasons to each
answer. Any “no” answer to any single question would mean that the entire
dossier is considered to be in “non-conformity”189. Deviations from the check list
are allowed if justified and in line with the Annex XV of REACH regulation190.
According to the Framework for RAC and SEAC in checking conformity and
developing opinions on restriction proposals191, the dossier could be considered to
not conform if:
•

Elements required in Annex XV of REACH are missing;

•

The scope is unclear or not coherent with the impact assessment or the
uses covered.192

The Chairmen, Committees and (co-)rapporteurs of RAC and SEAC that actually
perform the conformity check are supported throughout the review of the dossier
by a Restriction Team designated by ECHA193.
The conformity check is illustrated in Figure 11 which is based on the Working
procedure for RAC and SEAC on conformity check of Annex XV Restriction
dossiers. The conformity check starts when the Annex XV dossier becomes
available to RAC and SEAC and thereafter a complex procedure of reviewing and
commenting starts and eventually the RAC/SEAC may consider that the dossier
conforms or does not conform and the dossier submitter (Member State or ECHA)
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

ECHA, 2015, p. 8
ECHA, 2015, p. 10
ECHA, 2015, p. 8
Appendix I of ECHA, 2015
ECHA, 2015, p. 10
ECHA, 2015, p. 11
ECHA, 2015
ECHA, 2015, p. 2
ECHA, 2015, p. 2
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is informed by the Secretariat of the outcome of the conformity check. The dossier
submitter has also a possibility to change the dossier in order to bring it to
conformity.
If the dossier is considered to be in conformity by both RAC and SEAC, then, a
public consultation is initiated and the next stage, dossier risk and socio-economic
assessment will start.

Figure 11. Conformity check procedure under REACH.194

The main impression from this decision opportunity is that there does not seem to
exist real possibilities to affect the outcome due to the following two facts:
•

The review is a mechanic and systematic check of the dossiers which
eventually leads to an outcome based on the answers on a check list;

194 After RAC & SEAC, 2015.
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•

As many actors are involved, there ought to be a high level of scrutiny at
the meetings where the dossiers are discussed and decided upon, and
hence small possibilities to single RAC/SEAC delegates/countries to affect
the outcome.

In this regard, it could hence be concluded that as regards the REACH decision
opportunity no 2, a systematic method in form of a check list is used and a
complex review process is followed in order to make a decision, hence a decision
opportunity does exist where the RAC and SEAC adopt their decision on
conformity, while there is due to/thanks to the systematic and mechanic use of the
check list and the procedure actually not much room to affect the outcome outside
of the answers to the check list and the procedure. Hence, the impact of this
decision opportunity in reality seems to be still rather high, but there is little room
to expect e.g. an ‘incorrect’ decision concerning the conformity.
5.2.3

REACH - Decision opportunity no 3.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:
Actors under REACH regulation:

Risk assessment by RAC/SEAC
Restriction or not?
RAC-SEAC

In the socio economic analysis and risk assessments, the RAC prepares the first
opinion version as regards the risks to human health and the environment and the
SEAC concerning the socio-economic aspects. The final decisions are however
made by the European Commission195. Hence, this decision opportunity is still to
be regarded as a decision opportunity and the later decision by the EC after a
Comitology is in the realm of regulatory decision making.
ECHA has published a procedure for the opinion development as regards Annex
XV restriction dossiers which describes i.a. the main role and tasks of RAC and
SEAC196. The procedure starts with the end of the conformity check and the start
of the public consultation. Once the public consultation has started, RAC has nine
months time to formulate its opinion concerning the dossier. RAC considers if the
restriction is appropriate as a measure in: “reducing the risk to human health
and/or the environment.”197. RAC takes into account the contents of the dossier as
well as the information provided during the public consultation. SEAC has, on the
other hand 12 months time from the start of the public consultation to form its
opinion. SEAC considers the relevant parts of the dossier as well as the socio195 ECHA 3
196 ECHA, 2015a, p. 1
197 ECHA, 2015a, p. 1
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economic impact. It also takes into account the information provided during the
public consultation. SEAC publishes an additional draft opinion for public
consultation before adopting its opinion.
The detailed procedure is described in the below Figures 12-13. It starts once RAC
and SEAC are informed about the start of the public consultation they initiate
the drafting of their comments on the dossier. After that RAC and SEAC
together with the (co-)rapporteurs convene in a dialogue. Also, the dossier
submitter and a rapporteur of the Forum of enforcement authorities in the
Member States as well as other relevant participants may be invited in the
dialogue. Thereafter, the (co-)rapporteurs provide the first draft opinion to the
Secretariat. The Secretariat makes the draft opinions available to RAC and SEAC.
After that, the commenting of RAC/SEAC members continues. Also comments
from the public consultation arrive to RAC and SEAC. At this point, also the
Forum advice becomes available to RAC and SEAC. Based on all this
collected information, the first plenary discussion is organised and based on the
plenary discussion, the (co-)rapporteurs draft a new version of the draft
opinion. In the plenary discussions participate normally the committee
members, members’ advisers, invited experts, dossier submitters, rapporteurs,
rapporteurs from other committees, staff of other agencies (e.g. EFSA),
stakeholder observes, stakeholder experts, commission representatives,
ECHA staff members198.
Thereafter, the second dialogue begins and after that dialogue, the
(co-)rapporteurs submit their second draft opinions to the Secretariat which makes
them available to RAC and SEAC. At this moment, also the so called background
document is prepared and provided to RAC and SEAC. RAC and SEAC
members comment now the second draft opinion. Further comments from the
ongoing public consultation are made available to RAC and SEAC. Thereafter, the
second plenary meeting is organised and the aim is to reach an agreement on all
the main components of the restriction, Based on this agreement the final version
is drafted by the (co-)rapporteurs. At this moment, the public consultation ends
and all comments become available to RAC and SEAC. Now, the dossier
submitter may respond to comments from the public consultation. The dossier
submitter’s replies become available to RAC and SEAC.
Thereafter, the third dialogue commences and based on the dialogue, the third
draft opinion as well as dossier submitter’s comments are compiled and made
198 e.g. RAC Minutes, 2019
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available to RAC and SEAC. Another background document is prepared and
submitted to RAC and SEAC. Another round of comments commences among
RAC/SEAC members on the third draft opinion and the opinions are also sent to
the European Commission and dossier submitter for comments/observations
respectively. Then, the third plenary meeting is organised. Now, the RAC opinion
is adopted and SEAC draft opinion agreed upon. At this moment reopening of
agreed issues/discussions should not anymore take place. The opinion is adopted
either by consensus or by simple majority.
Then the adopted RAC opinion is published and the SEAC draft opinion is
published for public consultation. The comments that are received from the public
consultation are now made available to SEAC. The SEAC (co-)rapporteurs draft
the final SEAC opinion and makes it available to SEAC. One more background
document is prepared and thereafter a fourth plenary discussion takes place. Now,
the final SEAC opinion is adopted. The opinion may be adopted either by
consensus or by simple majority. The SEAC opinion is published and the RAC
and SEAC opinions and the background document are submitted to the European
Commission199.

199 ECHA, 2015a, pp.1-5
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Figure 12. RAC and SEAC Opinion development - Annex XV restriction
dossiers regulation (continues in Figure 13).
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Figure 13. RAC and SEAC Opinion development - Annex XV restriction dossiers
regulation (continued from Figure 12).

In conclusion, the REACH decision opportunity 3 seems equally follow a very
systematic pre-set procedure where the different actors, in particular individual
RAC and SEAC members do not seem to have much room for affecting the
process of decision making. At this stage, the background document and the
dossier itself contain the actual risk assessment and while the dossier format is set
in the guidance documentation provided by ECHA200, the background document
format does not seem to be formally set. However, in many existing background
documents, there is an explanation on the first page for example:
“This Background Document (BD) shall be regarded as further
reference material to the opinions of the Committees for Risk
Assessment and Socio-economic Analysis. It contains further details
and assessment in addition/beyond the justifications provided in the
opinions including, where relevant, information that has been
received during the opinion making process and may be used to better
200 ECHA 2007
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understand the opinions and their justifications. The BD is a
supporting document based on the Annex XV restriction report
submitted by MS, and updated to support the opinions of the
Committees.“201.
At this stage, hence, no specific instructions to use particular methods in
RAC/SEAC to make the decision on restriction seem to exist. Instead, there are
very detailed instructions to the dossier submitter and rapporteurs concerning the
information required in the dossiers in order for the RAC and SEAC to come to
the agreement of the final opinion. As the use of various methods in the analysis,
whether a substance should be restricted or not, seems to vary from case to case
depending on the substance and its uses, this matter will be discussed further
when looking into the two real cases in chapter 6.
5.3

Decision opportunities under Flavourings
Regulation

Next, the selected decision opportunities under Flavourings regulation will be
studied following the decision opportunity illustration in Figure 8 as well as the
list of decision opportunities related to Flavourings Regulation in Table 4.
5.3.1

Flavourings Regulation - Decision opportunity no 1.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:

Submission of a request/proposal
Decision on what matter to submit to
the procedure
EC; MS; Interested parties (could
also be EFSA202).

Actors under Flavourings regulation:

According to Article 3 of the 1996 Flavourings regulation:
“If, on the basis of a detailed notification and in the light of fresh data
or a re-evaluation of existing data [..] Member State notes that a
flavouring substance may constitute a danger to public health, it may
suspend or restrict the use of that substance on its territory. It shall
immediately inform the Commission and the other Member States
thereof, stating the reasons for its decision.”

201 RAC & SEAC 2011c
202 EFSA, European Food Safety Authority
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This applies to substances that already exist on the community list, not new
substances. While new substances are evaluated before entering them into the
community list203 also substances already on the list may become subject to a new
procedure if there is considered to exist a risk based on new information as
stipulated in the above article. After such new notification, concerning a
substance already on the community list, the Commission would examine the
reasons, consult the Standing Committee and deliver an opinion. If the
Commission then considers that an amendment needs to be made to the list of
flavouring substances, then it should initiate the procedure for measures and
opinion drafting by the Standing Committee204. The first part of this procedure is
hence conducted inside the Commission as well as by the relevant Standing
Committee and is done without involvement of risk assessment by EFSA, unless
the EC considers that it is needed (see below Flavourings decision opportunity no
2).
The Flavourings regulation stipulates that the earlier listed flavouring substances
shall be evaluated according the evaluation programme laid down in Commission
Regulation (EC) No 1565/2000205.
When it comes to the listed substances, it was not possible to find general
procedure, guidance or information that would specify in detail when a dossier
should be submitted to the EC and subsequently for a possible risk assessment by
EFSA. There could exist specific guidance provided by individual Member State
authorities, but similar guidance as e.g. in the case of REACH regulation Annex
XV dossier submission, e.g. the “triggers”, does not seem to exist as regards
Flavourings regulation. The legislation, as mentioned above, stipulates that if: “a
flavouring substance may constitute a danger to public health” then the process
should start, and as mentioned already above, this applies only to substances
already on the list.
The difference between REACH regulation Annex XV and Flavourings
Regulation when it comes to new substances, however, is that under Flavourings
Regulation, new substances are not allowed on the market if risk assessment has
not been made. Under REACH, and as was already mentioned earlier in section
1.1, new substances may enter the market immediately after registration and will
203 Regulation (EC) No 1334/2008
204 Regulation (EC) No 2232/96
205 EFSA Panel on Food et al., 2010, p. 10
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only be subject to restriction procedure, most likely, when they already are on
market. Hence, the Flavourings regulation in this regard has a preventive function
while the REACH regulation in this regard is more reactive. Seen from this point
of view, it may tend natural that not so detailed guidance exist as regards the
“triggers” for dossier submission under Flavourings Regulation, however, it also
provides Member States certain liberty to interpret the legislation whether or not a
substance constitutes a danger to public health.
However, EFSA was tasked in 2010 to provide guidance on the data required for
the risk assessment206 and even though the title of the guidance tells otherwise, the
document actually contains also an overview of when a substance should be
submitted for evaluation.
The guidance provides a schematic overview illustrated in Figure 14 concerning
the strategy for the risk assessment of flavouring substances.

Figure 14. Strategy for the risk assessment of flavouring substances.207

The schematic overview contains, similarly to the risk assessment schemes
presented in previous chapters, yes/no decisions where the selection of yes/no is
expected to be based on scientific data available for instance in a dossiers or
research, and leads the assessor to an end result based on the path that is bases on
those yes/no answers.
206 Even though the guidance was provided quite at the same time as the real case which
will be looked into later in this thesis, the basis for the guidance has its basis in the
earlier period of time and hence the guidance, while it was not provided to the public,
could be considered as having been applied by EFSA already earlier.
207 Adapted after image in EFSA Panel on Food et al., 2010, p. 11
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To process starts with the assessment whether the substance is potentially
genotoxic and, if not, then ends with the result which shows whether an
evaluation should be carried out, or whether there is a safety concern related to the
substance. If an evaluation is required, the applicant needs to provide data
concerning the chemical properties of the substance, occurrence levels in food,
assessment of dietary exposure etc. All data is to be provided in set format208.
The guidance209 provides further a number of evaluation methods that contribute
to the decision making during the process. For instance the The overall strategy
for the risk assessment of flavouring substances210. The guidance also
recommends the use of many methods to for instance assess the dietary exposure
to flavouring substances. One such is e.g. the SPET (Single Portion Exposure
Technique)211 (p. 15). Furthermore a method used to estimate the dietary exposure
for adults and children called the “Added Portions Exposure Technique” (APET)
is recommended. The below procedure in Figure 15 describes the safety
evaluation of chemically defined flavouring substances described in the same
guidance. The process starts with the question whether it is likely that the
substance is metabolised and then a number of checks are done where in all
checks the outcome is either yes or no. The process has three final possible
outcomes in this evaluation: 1. Safety evaluation needs to be done; 2. No safety
concern exist; 3. More data is needed before it the process can be completed.

208
209
210
211

EFSA Panel on Food et al., 2010
EFSA Panel on Food et al., 2010
EFSA Panel on Food et al., 2010, p. 11
EFSA Panel on Food et al., 2010, p. 15
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Figure 15. Safety Evaluation of Chemically Defined Flavouring Substances.212

In the Flavourings decision opportunity no 1 it appears that as regards already
listed substances, the actors do have the possibility to decide if a dossier needs to
be submitted or not. When it comes to new substances, the submission from the
producer/importer or similar seems to be required upfront. Hence, partially, there
is a decision opportunity for the Member States/EC, and it may even have rather
high impact. The Member States and EC can use in their analysis a.o. the above

212 JECFA based model adapted after image in EFSA Panel on Food et al., 2010, p. 21.
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examples of methods to assist them in the decision making, whether a dossier is
needed or not.
5.3.2

Flavourings Regulation - Decision opportunity no 2.

Decision opportunity:

Decision on whether EFSA opinion
is required
Required – not required?
EC

Decision examples:
Actors under Flavourings regulation:

When the EC receives a proposal for an authorisation or a change to the existing
list of flavouring substances, it may decide whether or not an EFSA opinion will
be required or not. If not, EC could make the decision itself and avoid the
“comply or explain” process that could evolve in case it would be of a differing
opinion than EFSA213.
As regards this Flavourings decision opportunity no 2, it was not possible to find
detailed procedure for evaluation or decision making methods which could be
used by the European Commission systematically when deciding on whether an
opinion is required or not. It could be worth while to study how often and in what
cases the European Commission actually has in the past required a risk assessment
by EFSA compared to the cases when it was not required. This was unfortunately
not possible to investigate further within the realm of this thesis.
This decision opportunity will be discussed further in the actual study of the two
real cases in chapter 6.
5.3.3

Flavourings Regulation - Decision opportunity no 3.

Decision opportunity:

Risk assessment by scientific
Panel/WG
Recommends authorisation or not?
Scientific Panel & WG

Decision examples:
Actors under Flavourings regulation:

The procedure of risk assessment in EFSA is managed by the Scientific Panels.
Their work is described on EFSA website, where it is mentioned that usually a
Working Group is set up to carry out the actual risk assessment. Members of the
Working Groups usually are Panel members however, they may also engage other
scientific experts. They analyse the data available and request for further data if

213 Ossege 2016, p. 50-51; 152
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required. The draft opinion which the Panel will later discuss, is initially prepared
by the relevant Working Group214.
The risk assessment made by EFSA is based on the procedure prepared by the The
Joint FAO215/WHO216 Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) and follows
closely the JECFA decision tree model presented above in Flavourings decision
opportunity no 1217.
The procedure presents a systematic approach where step by step different
properties of the substance are compared i.e. their structure-activity relationship
e.g. related to metabolism, potential toxicity, use and intake from food218. In
addition, the substance purity and chemical properties are analysed. In case there
is not sufficiently information available concerning the chemical properties or e.g.
toxicity, EFSA informs the European Commission and requests for further
information from the applicant219.
In the beginning of the evaluation the substances are organised based on 33
questions according to the molecular chemical structure. As for every structural
class220 a “threshold of concern” has been defined, the evaluation process moves
on step by step in the decision tree based on the assessment whether the threshold
was exceeded or not. If a threshold is not exceeded, the substance is in general not
considered harmful for the human being. Those thresholds have been set based on
studies where health effects have been investigated with help of e.g. animal
testing221,222.
After the first classification of the substance, the harmfulness of the substance is
evaluated for instance if the substance is concluded to break into non harmful
substances in the human metabolism, or not. Often a “Non-observed effect level”
or a NOAEL value is set which provides information about the potential
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

EFSA, Working Practices
FAO = Food an Agriculture Organisation
WHO = World Health Organisation
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 20; Food Safety Authority of Ireland 2012, p.19-20
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 17
Ibid.
Structural class is: “A set of compounds sharing a common structural feature to
which is attached a variable part (or parts) defining a specific compound of the
class.” (Wikidata)
221 Suominen et al., 2018, p. 19
222 These references are ufortunately in Finnish, but no similarly detailed other
references were found.
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harmfulness of the substance if the value level is exceeded 223. In some cases, not
sufficient data is available, in which case EFSA would need to prepare an
individual assessment and in some cases further animal testing could be required
in order to produce sufficient data224.
In general, if there is already available information that the substance is genotoxic
based on laboratory tests (in vitro), then EFSA will not conduct evaluation until
additional information has been received225. In cases where genotoxicity has been
proved in animal testing (in vivo), no evaluation would be conducted at all, as
such substances may not be accepted as flavourings226.
The information concerning the substance is compared with the expected daily
intake where EFSA normally uses the modified theoretical added maximum daily
intake value (mTAMDI). The value is based on the daily intake of a person who
weighs 60kg227. The formula for the mTAMDI formula takes into account the use
levels and the intake of each food category.228
The mTAMDI method is considered to contain some flaws and revisions have
been suggested. There are numerous other alternative calculation methods, and
also based on e.g. higher number of different food stuffs etc 229. Whatever methods
are used, there seems to be numerous uncertainties related to the data concerning
consumption in different EU countries, among different groups, the individual
consumers e.g. related to weight, age, habits. However, in general, the risks
related to consumption of flavourings are considered as small due to the small
amounts normally used in food stuffs, and most of the flavourings are transformed
into non-harmful substances in human metabolism230. At the same time, EFSA has
normally used the mTAMDI method that seems to rather overestimate than
underestimate the risks compared to other methods231. Nevertheless, there exist
health concerns related to flavourings and therefore they need to be regulated. In
the past, already many flavourings that were considered harmful were banned.
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Suominen et al., 2018, p. 22
Ibid.
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 24
Ibid.
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 27
Orth 2016, p. 5
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 27
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 31
Suominen et al., 2018, p. 26
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Examples of banned chemicals are Methyleugenol232, Estragole233 and
Capsaicin234. Those and other flavourings have banned in the EU as a result of the
Flavourings Regulation. These named chemicals were all proved carcinogenic235.
Another way of regulating is to specify maximum levels of authorised flavourings
in food to avoid adverse effects.
There are various activities currently under way to update and revise the JECFA
used236 decision-tree, in order to create a “Globally harmonised decision tree” and
also to update the toxicology database used to establish the Threshold of Toxical
Concern (TTC) values. There seems to exist an interest in developing new TTC
values adapted to specific applications, e.g. to flavouring agents specifically, and
this has been discussed at global level in the past years237.
The TTC methodology can be used to: “assess potential human health concerns
for a chemical based on its structural chemical characteristics and estimated
exposure when chemical-specific toxicity data are scarce or absent.”238 The
original “Cramer decision scheme” has been now digitalised and is available
online239 240. Furthermore, the: “TTC approach is a screening and prioritizing tool
for the decision-making process, particularly when data are incomplete.”241. From
this information, it appears that the TTC, mTAMDI and the digitalised TTC tool
a.o. are used by EFSA during the risk assessment process.
When it comes to Flavourings decision opportunity 3, it seems hence that EFSA
uses in the risk assessment process established methods. The procedure,
consultations, working group establishment etc. does not seem to be clearly
defined in the publicly available documents, however, an overview of it has been
described. The scientific panel consists of Experts appointed normally in their
scientific capacity and they could be individuals without earlier contact with each
other242. At their meetings, in addition to the Panel members, at least European
232 4-allyl-1,2-dimethoxybenzene
233 1-allyl-4-methoxybenzene
234 N-(4-hydroxy-3-methoxybenzyl)-8-methylnon-6-enamide
235 Food Processing Technology, 2012
236 Originally prepared by Cramer (EFSA/WHO, 2016 p. 35)
237 Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives 2017, p. 35
238 EFSA & WHO 2016, P. 4
239 http://toxtree.sourceforge.net/
240 EFSA & WHO 2016, p. 9
241 EFSA & WHO 2016, p. 22
242 EFSA Scientific Experts
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Commission representatives as well as staff members from EFSA normally
participate243. Hence, as in the case of RAC and SEAC, there ought to exist certain
scrutiny at the meetings ensuring the decisions are taken based on scientific
analysis rather than e.g. individual interests, and using a set of methods available
e.g. the TTC and JECFA approaches.

243 e.g. EFSA, Scientific Panel on Food Contact Materials, Enzymes and Processing
Aids (CEP) minutes 20190304
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6

Decision opportunities related to two real
cases

In the beginning of this thesis, in sections 3.1 and 3.2 in particular, we discussed
the role of risk assessment and analysis as a basis for risk management in the EU
in general. This was to illustrate the systematic risk analysis/assessment before
risk management. It is important that risks are not managed in a random way, but
that there is some scientific or systematic analysis/assessment behind. This is also
related to the aims of the Better Regulation Agenda discussed in section 3.2.
Based on this idea, the risk assessment should follow a systematic procedure or
use methods in the assessment work in order to provide a science based and good
quality information to the decision maker. We have also noted that from Better
Regulation Agenda point of view, it is important that the EU decision making has
a good quality basis. From this point of view seen, logically, if risk management is
sufficiently based on quality risk assessment, then the expectations of Better
Regulation Agenda could be fulfilled.
In the following sections the two real cases will be studied, the REACH restriction
of lead in jewellery and the EFSA authorisation of ammonium chloride in food.
The basis for the study is the above described decision opportunities, their impact
and the search for possible methods used, in order to further find answers to the
four research questions. In particular, in the end of this study, we expect to have
found also answers to the last research question defined in section 1.2 which has
not yet been looked at: “Is risk management really based on risk assessment when
it comes to the two sample cases studied in this thesis and did the comply or
explain mechanism seem relevant?”
6.1
6.1.1

REACH restriction of lead in jewellery
REACH - Decision opportunity no 1.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:
Actors under REACH regulation:

Submission of a request/proposal
Decision on what matter to submit to the
procedure.
EC; MS; ECHA

In 2010 the French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health &
Safety, after having conducted its initial risk assessment, submitted a restriction
dossier to ECHA. The submission was done at the request of the Ministries for
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Sustainable Development, Health and Employment244. The agency compiled the
dossier and submitted it. However, it seems it did not make the actual decision to
submit the dossier based e.g. on a risk assessment. The request came from the
Ministries245, after a number of reported child intoxication cases due to lead in
jewellery had been reported246. In fact, France, as the dossier submitter explained,
that estimated 5000 children per year in the EU could ingest a piece of jewellery247.
The estimation had been made based on the number of children who had ingested
jewellery in France. In parallel, there were many reports from Canada that a law
was being passed to restrict lead in jewellery248.
Based on this minor amount of information accessible, it seems that no actual
systematic assessment of risk is necessarily the basis for the decision to
investigate a case, and whether to start to compile a dossier. In this case the
general fear raised after a number of real cases of health risks to children may
have triggered the actual investigation request from the French Ministries, which
resulted in the submission of a restriction dossier. Most likely, France followed, in
the dossier preparation the set systematic procedure, given that the dossier was
eventually considered to be in conformity by RAC and SEAC (see below REACH
decision opportunity no. 2), however, there is no actual information about the
process.
In conclusion, in this particular case it was not possible to find the exact triggers
for dossier submission. Maybe it was a general concern based on events rather
than an analysis of a substance and the subsequent preparation of a dossier. In this
case, there seems to have existed certain kind of concern with the substance,
before any analysis of the substance started. In this case, it was however clearly a
Member State that made a decision to submit a dossier, based on an initial
concern. It is however not clear whether a dossier is submitted every time there is
an initial concern, do all Member States act in a similar way whenever there is a
concern, how is information about concerns collected in Member States (e.g. via
poison centres, RAPEX249, media) or is the collection of information done in a
systematic way etc. There are number of question marks that arise concerning the

244
245
246
247
248
249

Anses, 2010
Anses, 2010
Yahoo France, 2010
SEAC Minutes, June 2010, p. 12
e.g. Canoe 2010
See RAPEX
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decision of EC and/or Member States to submit a dossier in general, which was
not possible to investigate further within the realm of this thesis.
6.1.2

REACH - Decision opportunity no 2.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:
Actors under REACH regulation:

Conformity check
Conforms – does not conform?
RAC250-SEAC251

RAC first time discussed the restriction dossier at it’s meeting on 25 – 27 May
2010252, where the rapporteurs presented their first draft conformity report:
“As well as their observations on this restriction proposal that needed
further clarification/action from the dossier submitter”253. At the
meeting, RAC took a decision that the “Annex XV dossier proposing
restriction for lead and its compounds conformed to the requirements
of Annex XV, in accordance with Article 69 (4) of the REACH
Regulation.”254.
Based on the minutes, it seems, at least for an external, and as was already
indicated in the initial study of the procedure in section 5.2.2, that the conformity
check is rather systematic. Based on the initial recommendation of the
rapporteurs, RAC adopted the proposal of conformity. SEAC made the conformity
check in a written procedure and endorsed the outcome at its June meeting255.
From the minutes, it appears that the process is actually rather administrative and
done on a routine basis during one short agenda point discussion during the
meeting. It could be that the opinion of the rapporteur, which was presented,
concerning the conformity check, most of the time, is simply endorsed by RAC
and SEAC, and hence, a possible conclusion could be that actually the
rapporteur’s initial evaluation is the moment when there could be an influence to
the process. Within the realm of this thesis, there was, however, no room to further
investigate the role of the rapporteur in detail.
As regards this example case, it could probably be concluded that the conformity
check was a decision moment for RAC and SEAC, and that a non-conformity
250 RAC, Risk Analysis Committee
251 SEAC, Socio-Economic Analysis Committee
252 RAC minutes, May 2010
253 RAC minutes, May 2010, p. 12
254 RAC minutes, May 2010, p. 13
255 SEAC minutes, June 2010
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decision could have stopped the process, and hence this opportunity, indeed, had a
high impact to the process, but as already mentioned, there appears to be in
general little room to alter the outcome of the process for individual RAC and
SEAC members due to the systematic process.
6.1.3

REACH - Decision opportunity no 3.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:
Actors under REACH regulation:

Risk assessment by RAC/SEAC
Restriction or not?
RAC-SEAC

RAC and SEAC received the restriction report from France on 3 May 2010 for
risk assessment. Immediately thereafter, a public consultation started in June
2010. ECHA requested to receive comments to the public consultation by 21
September 2010 prior to the meeting of RAC and SEAC rapporteurs, where they
discussed the restriction report in detail in October 2010. The public consultation
was open until 21 December 2010256.
On its meeting in October, RAC discussed the first draft opinion and provided
guidance to the dossier submitter, i.e. France, for instance as to what additional
information to include in the “Background document” it was expected to
prepare257. On its meeting in December, RAC discussed the second draft opinion.
It appears from the minutes that there was a discussion about a concern related to
the:
“Need for specifying the approach that should be followed, a need for
clarity on the interpretation of the IQ data258 from the JECFA report
referred to in the draft RAC opinion, a need for discussion on hazards
and adequately expressed exposure, and then a discussion on risk
characterisation.“259.
In between these meetings, also the Forum of enforcement authorities was
consulted for additional advice on enforceability of the restriction proposals in the
draft opinions260. At the meeting on 4 January 2011, the RAC discussed already a
fourth version of the draft opinion. A third version had been discussed at a RAC
preparatory meeting on 3 February 2011 and many of the issues at ad hoc RAC
256
257
258
259
260

ECHA public consultation announcement June 2010
RAC Minutes, 10/2010, p. 11
This means the possible loss in IQ of infants if exposed to lead.
RAC Minutes, December 2010, p. 10
RAC Minutes, December 2010, p. 10-11
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working group meetings261. No minutes were found available from those
meetings.

In the RAC march 2011 meeting, it was concluded that:
“The RAC opinion should reflect the current scientific knowledge on
the basis of the available information provided in the original dossier
and submitted during the public consultation. It can also include welljustified assumptions. Although there are uncertainties, members
agreed that the risks are identified, and any additional exposure to
children should be reduced.”262.

At the meeting, RAC also concluded the reasoning behind its differing approach
from migration levels to content levels which differed from the original dossier
submitter’s suggestion263 and which seems to have been the source of discussions
and certain disagreement in the committees since the start264. The RAC then gave
its final opinion on the proposed restriction on 10 March 2011 at that same
meeting265.
SEAC similarly discussed the dossier on its meetings in September and December
2010266 as well as on its meeting in March 2011267. It was noted on the March
meeting that due to the difference in the final opinion of ECHA compared to the
proposal from the dossier submitter (France), the final adoption of the opinions
was postponed268. SEAC hence adopted only its first draft opinion on 11 March
2011, discussed again on June 2011269 and the actual draft opinion was adopted at
its meeting in September 2011270. SEAC’s first draft opinion was placed on the
internet for additional public consultation. From the minutes it appears that SEAC

261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270

RAC Minutes, March 2011, p. 12
RAC Minutes, March 2011, p. 13
Ibid.
e.g. SEAC Minutes, September 2011, p. 6-7
RAC Minutes, March 2011, p. 13
SEAC Minutes, September 2010, p. 8; SEAC Minutes, December 2010, p. 5-6
SEAC Minutes, March 2011, p. 6-7
SEAC Minutes, March 2011, p. 7
SEAC Minutes, June 2011, p. 4-5
SEAC Minutes, June 2011
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members did not fully agree to the measures proposed and in particular the
derogations suggested271.
ECHA sent those two opinions to the European Commission which took the
decision to introduce the suggested restriction in Annex XVII of the REACH
Regulation272.
RAC considered in its opinion that:
“The proposed restriction on Lead and its compounds in jewellery is
the most appropriate Community wide measure to address the
identified risks in terms of the effectiveness in reducing the risks
provided that the conditions are modified.”273.
SEAC on the other hand considered that:
“The proposed restriction on Lead and its compounds in jewellery is
an appropriate Community wide measure to address the identified
risks in terms of the proportionality of its socio-economic benefits to
its socio-economic costs provided that the scope and conditions are
modified.”274
Both RAC and SEAC gave justifications to their opinions in terms of275:
•

Identified hazard and risk related to lead in jewellery

•

Justification that the suggested restriction is the most appropriate
Community-wide measure

•

Effectiveness in reducing the identified risks, proportionality to the risks

•

Practicality, including enforceability of the restriction

•

Monitorability of the restriction

RAC’s opinion supported, in most areas, the proposal of France except that the
reasons for restriction somewhat differed from the originally proposed restriction.
SEAC on the other hand proposed to base the restriction on the content of lead in
articles rather than on its release from articles, which differed form the original
271 SEAC Minutes, September 2011, p. 6-7
272 ECHA public consultation announcement June 2010; RAC & SEAC 2011a, p. 1-3
273 RAC & SEAC 2011a, p. 4
274 RAC & SEAC 2011a, p. 8
275 RAC & SEAC 2011a, p. 8
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proposal form France. It also proposed derogations on: “lead crystals, precious
and semiprecious stones, vitreous enamels and the internal components of watch
timepieces”, as well as on jewellery older than 50 years276.
In the risk assessment RAC used study results performed by other organisations
e.g. EFSA and Member State national authorities e.g. Denmark and Sweden277. It
appears that the RAC did not make any detailed risk assessment itself to come to
its conclusions, but instead used the already available studies and data, as well as
the dossier and documentation submitted to it during the restriction process, as the
basis for its opinion. This is in particular listed in Table 13 of the Background
Document278.
In conclusion, SEAC and RAC appear to not have made any specific assessments
themselves. Instead, they based their assessment on the dossier submitted by
France as well as the background document prepared during the process,
discussed at their meetings and later decided with the basis on those discussions
and data. After the actual assessment process, when it was clear that restriction
would be proposed, RAC compared the different risk management options. In this
phase, RAC used a consequence table to conclude which option would be the best
of the six different options suggested by France, as well as an additional one
proposed by RAC for the risk management i.e. restriction. This is illustrated in the
below Table 5. Meanwhile, SEAC evaluated the economic impact of a
restriction279. The risk reduction capacity, proportionality, practicality and
monitorability aspects in the documentation related to lead in jewellery were
analysed by RAC as whether the criteria set to each aspect was fulfilled or not.
The outcome of this analysis was recorded in Table 5, which shows an overview
of the options and expected consequences. In certain cases, not enough
information was available in order to indicate the criteria fulfilment. The
consequence table shows certain ranking between the different options, and if
counted, it becomes evident that the seventh option proposed by RAC had the
highest ranking in terms of number of criterions fulfilled.

276 RAC & SEAC 2011a, p. 16
277 RAC & SEAC, 2011b, entire document
278 RAC & SEAC, 2011b p. 29
279 RAC & SEAC, 2011b, p. 98-99
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Table 5. Consequence table of restriction options.280
Option
Option 1
Restriction based on
Lead migration rate
Option 2
Restriction based on
Lead content
Option 3
Restriction based on
Both lead migration and
Content rate
Option 4
Ban on lead and its
Compounds in fashion
Jewellery
Option 5
Ban on lead and its
Compounds on some
Fashion jewellery
Option 6
Restriction on the use and
Placing of market of
Jewellery based on the
Lead migration rate
Option 7
Restriction on the use and
Placing on the market of
Jewellery based on the
Lead content and migration
Rate

Effectiveness
Risk reduction
Proportionality
capacity

Practicality Monitorability

+++

++

++

+

-

++

++

++

++

+

+

+

+++

-

-

-

+++

-

-

-

+++

++

++

+

+++

++

+

+++
(for lead
content
migration)

Table explanation:
+++ criterion fully met
++ criterion partly met
+ criterion barely met

This consequence table is similar to some others presented in decision analysis
literature. For instance, Hammond, Keeney and Raiffa281 presented a similar table
to rank alternatives and objectives. In the table used by RAC, the alternatives are
listed in the first left column and the objectives and their values are listed in the
other columns. It seems that RAC has used this method, while, as it did not follow
a formal risk assessment procedure but actually made a data and literature review,
it seems, based on those reviews, it was necessary to collect all possible
conclusions and alternatives into a table for an overview.
It appears, that the risk assessment and socio economic assessment are largely
guided by the actual restriction dossier and in this example case the assessments
were more of a review of the presented and additional existing studies and
280 Adapted after table in RAC & SEAC, 2011b, p. 98-99
281 Hammond, Keeney & Raiffa, 2002, p. 83-84
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research concerning the case, rather than an actual assessment performed by the
RAC/SEAC. At the same time, there are aspects of decision making during the
process. In the case of lead in jewellery, RAC used a consequence table in order to
select the best risk assessment method to propose to the European Commission.
This is a similar method presented in decision methodology literature as
mentioned earlier. SEAC assessment, equally followed the RAC risk assessment
and dossier/back ground document risk assessment and brought in aspects related
to the practical implementation of the restriction, economic impact and specified
for instance the types of jewellery to which the restriction would apply and a
reasoning to why an exemption to certain articles was necessary 282. Based on this,
we could conclude that the risk and socio-economic assessments were done in
systematic way, to certain extent using existing methodologies for decision
making, however, mostly assessing and analysing already provided data and
assessments made by other parties, e.g. the Member State.
6.1.4

REACH - Decision opportunity no 4.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:
Actors under REACH regulation:

Adoption of draft act

Restriction or not?
EC

The proposal of France as well as RAC and SEAC concerning restriction of lead
in jewellery were rather similar as may be seen form earlier sections. The
proposals also gained support at the Commission and, in 18 September 2012, the
ban on lead and its compounds in jewellery articles was added to the list of
restrictions with certain exemptions. The ban entered into effect from 9 October
2013. This change was considered to make children in the EU less exposed to lead
at young age283.
Before actually banning lead in certain jewellery, the European Commission
Comitology process took place which resulted in an implementing act proposing
restriction, however, in the Comitology registry, it was not possible to find the
minutes from the meetings of the REACH Committee where lead in jewellery was
discussed. This due to the fact that all Agenda documents as well as minutes of the
REACH Committee available in the Comitology Registry, from 2011 to 2012,
seem to contain only references to the regulations, not to the substances discussed,
and hence it was not possible to identify what was discussed and when. Also, no
282 RAC & SEAC opinion, 2011a, p. 4-5
283 Fallström Mujkic, 2013, p. 13
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actual minutes from the meetings were available as the published minutes lacked
contents. Furthermore, the summaries from those meetings, did not actually
contain any content or notes about the discussions or the topics.
On the other hand, it is mentioned in the implementing regulation that: “The
measures provided for in this Regulation are in accordance with the opinion of
the Committee established under Article 133 of Regulation (EC) No
1907/2006.“284. Hence, as the commission regulation does not seem to contain
large changes to the proposal from SEAC and RAC, also, most likely the actual
regulation followed the proposal from SEAC and RAC, in particular taking into
account SEAC’s specification for type of jewellery as well as the exemptions285.
As mentioned above, it was not possible to find any information about this step in
the process in terms of procedures, minutes, discussions. The fact that the
Comitology registry does not always contain all data necessary to be able to
research on it afterwards, seems to be a transparency issue. For the purpose of
this thesis, however, as regards the research question 4, therefore, only the original
opinion of RAC and SEAC was compared with the final implementing act
adopted by the Commission. From the comparison of those two documents, it
appeared that the Commission adopted quite exactly what was proposed by the
RAC and SEAC and hence one could probably conclude that, in this studied case,
the risk management followed the risk assessment, as well as the socio-economic
assessment.
6.2
6.2.1

Authorisation of flavouring: ammonium chloride
Flavourings Regulation - Decision opportunity no 1.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:

Submission of a request/proposal
Decision on what matter to submit to
the procedure
EC; MS; Interested parties (could
also be EFSA286).

Actors under Flavourings Regulation:

In the case of ammonium chloride, the earlier Commission implementing
decisions on flavourings allowed the use and marketing of the substance in the

284 Commission Regulation (EU) No 836/212, paragraph 11
285 Commission Regulation (EU) No 836/212, Annex; RAC & SEAC 2011a
286 EFSA, European Food Safety Authority
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EU, before the adoption of the new legislation, and hence, as was the case for
most substances already on the market, it became subject to routine evaluation287.
No particular decision making process seem to have, hence, taken place in relation
to this decision opportunity, in the case of ammonium chloride. Instead, as the
new regulation stipulated, a review procedure was required for substances already
on the EU market, because substances that were on the market before the
regulation came into the force, had to be either evaluated and authorised, or taken
away from the market in accordance with the deadlines set in the legislation.
6.2.2

Flavourings Regulation - Decision opportunity no 2.

Decision opportunity:

Decision on whether EFSA opinion
is required
Required – not required?
EC

Decision examples:
Actors under Flavourings Regulation:

EFSA received two requests to evaluate ammonium chloride from EC DG
SANCO, one in 2008 and another one in 2010288, however, as the substance was
already in use, and not a new substance, it needed eventually to be evaluated as
per the regulation, and hence no particular decision making was necessary in this
case. However, the substance was actually evaluated twice, and it is not clear why
the two separate requests were submitted to EFSA by EC DG SANCO during
only two years in between: in 2008 and in 2010. It was not possible to find
information about this or get to read the actual submitted requests from SANCO
to EFSA, within the realm of this thesis but it could be an opportunity for further
studies.
6.2.3

Flavourings Regulation - Decision opportunity no 3.

Decision opportunity:

Risk assessment by scientific
Panel/WG
Recommends authorisation or not?
Scientific Panel & WG

Decision examples:
Actors under Flavourings Regulation:

EFSA prepared an opinion with same results for both questions it received from
the European Commission concerning Ammonium Chloride. It seems that EFSA
287 Regulation (EC) No 1334/2008 consolidated version; Commission Implementing
Regulation (EU) No 872/2012; Regulation (EC) No 1334/2008 and Regulation (EC)
No 2232/96
288 EC question to EFSA, 2008; EC question to EFSA 2010
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did not organise any public consultation as regards ammonium chloride289. In both
opinions, there were no health concerns found related to the substance as to their
use in general in set quantities, however, the EFSA opinions did set a threshold of
concern for the substance.
EFSA recommended the following for ammonium chloride (FL 16.048)290:
MSDI291 (microgram/capita/day): 140
mTAMDI (microgram/person/day): 220000
Threshold of concern (microgram/person/day): 1800
EFSA has in its documentation described the different methods used in order to
come to a conclusion about a substance. It seems that several methods, some of
them called “decision trees”, were used292. To illustrate the systematic decision
making methods that were used, I have selected one which is based on the earlier
mentioned JECFA model first introduced in 1978 and later adapted by EFSA 293.
Below is a short description of the procedure which was applied in the evaluation
of the ammonium chloride294. An illustration of the same model is available in
section 5.3.1, Figure 15.
According to the scientific opinion295 the procedure described below was applied,
based on a MSDI296 approach297:
Step 1
The substance was first classified according to the decision tree approach (see
section 5.3.1 for overview of the decision tree). Ammonium chloride was
classified into structural class I.
Step 2
The metabolism information was analysed and concluded that ammonium
chloride may be predicted to be metabolised to innocuous products.

289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297

EFSA public consultations registry
EFSA Panel on Food Additives etc, 2009, p. 17, 21-22
Maximised Survey-derived Daily Intake (MSDI)
EFSA 2011, see entire document
EFSA & WHO 2016, p. 34-35
EFSA 2011, p. 10
Ibid.
Based on Member State surveys
All steps after EFSA 2011 p. 10
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Step A3
Ammonium chloride had estimated European daily per capita intake (MSDI) of
140 microgram. It was considered that this intake was below the threshold of
concern: 1800 microgram/person/day for this type of substance (structural class I).
Based on the results of the safety evaluation sequence of the procedure, it was
concluded that the substance does not pose a safety concern when used as
flavouring substances, based on the MSDI approach.
EFSA hence recommended in its opinion that, while ammonium chloride may be
allowed in food, maximum levels would need be defined by the Commission
based on the EFSA recommended maximum intake per day by using two different
methods and a threshold of concern. EFSA did not discriminate between different
food stuffs but the maximum levels would be defined to all food.
Based on the example in Figure 15 and the other examples in the EFSA Scientific
Opinion298, it may possible to conclude that in the case of ammonium chloride
EFSA scientific panel based its risk assessment to a systematic analysis of data
using a number of methods, e.g. the sorting of options in a consequence table299,
as well as a systematic review process JECFA has named as “decision tree
model”.
6.2.4

Flavourings Regulation - Decision opportunity no 4.

Decision opportunity:
Decision examples:

Adoption of draft act

Drafting of the final implementing
act and decision upon
EC (potentially EP/Council decision

Actors under Flavourings Regulation:

required)

The draft implementing act was submitted by the Commission to the Member
State committee in April 2012. When it comes to ammonium chloride, the draft
text in the proposal submitted to the committee is identical compared to the final
legal text except for the maximum levels (ML) allowed, which will be discussed
below. Hence, it could be concluded that the Member State committee did not
alter the Commission proposal during the Comitology process. From the minutes
of the Committee it appears that there was no discussion as regards ammonium
chloride300. Hence, it is probably possible to conclude that the Commission
298 EFSA 2011
299 See Table 5.
300 CMTD(2012)0439, Minutes
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proposal was adopted without any questioning, and with large majority301. It was
not possible to find any public consultation information form EC as the registry
does not cover historical data302. It was also not possible to find any systematic
review, methods used during the review of the Commission or in the Comitology
of the EFSA submitted scientific opinion.
Ammonium chloride was subsequently included in the Community list of
Flavourings authorised in the European market on 5/09/2012 by Commission
Implementing Regulation (EU) No 793/2012 of 5 September 2012 with certain
restrictions:
•

Dairy products and analogues, meat, fish and fisheries products, ready-toeat savouries and snacks: restriction of use maximum level (ML) = 3 g/kg

•

Confectionery: restrictions of use = quantum satis

•

Salts, spices, soups, sauces, salads and protein products: restrictions of use
ML = 3 g/kg , except for salt substitutes 40 g/kg

•

Alcoholic beverages, including alcohol-free and low-alcohol counterparts:
restrictions of use ML = 25 g/l

Hence, in most food items the maximum levels were set to to 3g/kg i.e 0,3g/100g,
except for confectionary. Confectionary term contains the following items:
”Cocoa and Chocolate products”, ”other confectionery including breath
refreshening microsweets”,”chewing gum”, ”decorations, coatings and fillings,
except fruit based fillings”303. Hence, salty liquorice candy for instance would be
allowed to contain a different quantity of ammonium chloride than many other
food items, namely: “quantum satis”.
The Swedish food authority defines quantum satis as:
”No maximum amount is set for the use. Food additives shall however
be used in accordance with the common production best practise and
not in larger quantities than is needed in order to achieve the expected
purpose and given that the consumer is not mislead.”304.
Even as regards ammonium chloride maximum level in other food, it maybe looks
as if the MSDI of 0.00014g/person/day and the threshold of concern:
301 CMTD(2012)0439, voting lists
302 EC public consultation registry
303 Food Flavourings database
304 Livsmedelsverket, 2007, P. 3 , author’s translation from Swedish
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0.0018g/person/day and the mTAMDI of 0,22g/person/day set by EFSA would be
much lower than the MLs of e.g. 3g/kg set by the Commission, however, we don’t
have any information about the normally used amount of ammonium chloride in
food and therefore, these food and confectionary accepted levels cannot really be
compared straight forward in this thesis. However, when comparing the EFSA
proposal and EC decision in general terms, we can conclude, firstly, that EC
adopted an implementing act which followed the risk assessment as regards the
fact that ammonium chloride would be allowed in certain quantities and banned in
other, higher, quantities. When comparing the threshold of concern set by EFSA
and the quantum satis approach taken by EC, we could conclude that they seem to
differ much. We could, still, compare the food stuffs regulated. In EFSA
assessments, all food stuffs received the same threshold of concern. However, EC
considered that confectionary would be exempted and did not set any maximum
level in that regard. Hence, in conclusion we could say that EFSA Scientific Panel
had in its opinion suggested thresholds and maximum intake levels, irrespective of
the food item, but for some reason, the Commission did not set any such limit for
confectionary while it was set for other food stuffs. Therefore, to certain extent the
risk assessment proposal was followed in the risk management, but not as regards
confectionary.
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7

Discussion

In this chapter, the study findings will be discussed in general also with regard to
the initial discussion of theories and earlier research findings.
European Commission does have a high influence in the scientific decision
making autonomy of the regulatory agencies and external actors e.g. stakeholders
have also an access to the decision making305. Based on the research made in this
thesis, this seems to hold true at least in the area studied in this thesis. We
concluded that EC has a higher number of decision opportunities with higher
impact than other entities in the studied cases. Member States and Member State
committees in aggregated number reached the same level of decision
opportunities, but if we consider them separately, it becomes even more visible
that the EC has the highest powers in decision making in the cases of REACH
Annex XV and Flavourings Regulation.
Ossege mentions that in a “scienticised” decision making, any deviation by the
EC from the scientific opinions provided by the agencies, would actually mean
that a higher importance is put on political and economic considerations by the
European Commission, than on the scientific considerations provided by a
European regulatory agency306. Indeed, this has been discussed in this thesis as
regards the comply or explain mechanism. However, at the same time, the purpose
and aim of the regulations is that there is a risk assessment separate from risk
management, and that the Commission holds some powers under scrutiny of the
European Parliament and Council. This should mean that it was never meant that
the Commission would blindly follow what was suggested by the agencies. One
could naturally ask the question then why the Commission needs the powers and
why cannot decisions be simply made based on the scientific analysis provided by
EFSA and on the scientific as well as a socio-economic analysis provided by
ECHA.
As already noted in section 3.1., all risk assessment requires data on potential
hazards and exposures and the assessment is done under uncertainty. This also
results in the fact that the risk assessments performed by the EU agencies contain
inherent uncertainties. It is likely, from this point of view, that the complete power
to decide on risk management measures was not given to EU agencies due to this
305 Ossege 2016, p. 133
306 Ossege 2016, p. 149
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uncertainty aspect. In particular, in case of EFSA: “the comply-or-explain
mechanism is less pronounced”307, i.a. because the: “degree of scientific
uncertainty is high.”308 The Commission and the Comitology are the instances
where all the collected information is assessed and the balancing of risks and
benefits is made, and the final management measures could differ depending on
the level of uncertainty in the risk assessment made by an agency, as well as on
the risks and the benefits per se. As mentioned earlier, for instance, EFSA’s
founding regulation requires a socio-economic analysis by the Commission. When
socio-economic aspects are taken into account, the decision by the Commission
might become different compared to a decision made taking into account only the
risk assessment.
One additional reason to keep the risk management at the Commission level could
be the higher possibility to enforce the decisions. Enforcement could be difficult if
no socio-economic aspects are taken into account. At the same time, in case of
ECHA many socio-economic aspects are actually taken into account at the
RAC/SEAC review stage, and hence the Commission could theoretically rely on
them. In the case of EFSA, the opinion submitted by the scientific panel, seems to
be based purely on science, and no socio-economic analysis is performed, but this
is probably done to certain extent during the Comitology or by the Commission as
it is anyway stipulated in the founding regulation of EFSA309.
Nevertheless, the fact that the socio-economic analysis, if done, is in case of
EFSA not available for study, causes a difference in terms of transparency as
regards the socio-economic part, which in case of ECHA is available for general
public in the SEAC opinion. Furthermore, in both ECHA and EFSA cases, no
information was found at all about any such discussion or elaboration during the
Comitology and Commission decision making. In the past, there has been calls to
increase transparency and eventually a reform process of Comitology has been
initiated310. A transparency register for instance has been made available for the
general public, however, it only provides information about who could be
influencing the law making at European Parliament level311. Still, the Comitology
registry seems to remain the main source of information about Comitology
process, however, as mentioned earlier, the data available there, is actually very
307 Ossege 2016, p. 154
308 Ossege 2016, p. 154
309 Regulation (EC) No 178/2002, paragraph 19
310 Efa-Greens News 2018, p 1
311 Transparency Register
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limited. At the same time, the invisible socio-economic analysis potentially done
by the Commission could possibly explain the difference in risk management
decisions in the example cases in this thesis.
I mentioned earlier that Ossege had come to the conclusion that the regulatory
agencies seem to be “de-facto regulatory decision makers.” except in areas of high
political salience e.g. the GMO authorisations312. From this notion, one could draw
the conclusion that maybe ammonium chloride in confectionary was of high
political salience. However, we have no information about the discussions held
during the Comitology in this regard and this claim cannot therefore be
substantiated.
According to Hansson, lead is an interesting example when it comes to the
gradual reduction of the accepted amounts in our environment. Researchers have
found that it causes damage at lower and lower levels, which has lead to reduction
of the accepted quantities of lead313. The main reason for restriction was in the
studied case the possibility of migration of lead to children via jewellery carried
by the care takers and the fact that at young age this could cause serious damage
to small children314. The idea was that children may be exposed to lead in
jewellery by putting such jewellery in their mouth and the problem is now
mitigated by the restriction decision.
As regards ammonium chloride, as mentioned already, there was no limit set to its
quantities in confectionary. This “quantum satis” approach could actually lead to
a higher quantity of ammonium chloride in confectionary than what is healthy. In
order to find out more, I looked at some popular liquorice products and the
quantity of ammonium chloride in them and whether it is likely that the threshold
of concern set by EFSA in general for ammonium chloride, 1800
microgram/person/day i.e. 0.0018g/person/day, would be exceeded when
consuming salty liquorice. According to public media, the most popular salty
liquorice in Sweden contains around 70g ammonium chloride per one kg salty
liquorice315. The Finnish traditional Lakrisal liquorice, which today is marketed by
Swedish Cloetta, contains 6% ammonium chloride in the 25g tube available on
the market316. Therefore, one tube of Lakrisal contains some 1,5g ammonium
312
313
314
315
316
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chloride. This means that by eating one tube of Lakrisal one would exceed the
threshold of concern. Indeed, already by eating a very small quantity of Lakrisal,
the threshold of concern would be exceeded.
If consuming confectionary, e.g. salty liquorice, which is particularly popular in
the Nordic countries317, the intake could, therefore, rather easily exceed the
threshold of concern, while the confectionary does not have a set maximum level
in the legislation. This could actually result in unhealthy consumption. For
instance children, who are likely to consume candy, and whose bone structure is
under development, the consumption could be harmful318. Also for women, who
have a risk for osteoporosis the consumption could cause harmful effects 319. From
the news items published in the Nordic press, one could probably draw the
conclusion that this was a politically important matter in the Nordic countries as
many media outlets published, after the EC decision to exempt confectionary,
news with headlines e.g. “Salty liquorice is saved!”320.
We already concluded that according to Ossege, as regards EFSA, while “many
Commission decisions clearly reflect the agency’s scientific opinion, some areas
show substantive deviation or delays.”321. Maybe that substantive deviation or
delay happens in particular when the assessing agency provides a proposal that
goes directly against the interests of the industry. Indeed, this is a speculation, but
could be an area for further study. Furthermore, it was concluded as unlikely that
the Member State committees during the Comitology would go against the
opinions of ECHA RAC and SEAC where actually their own Member State
representatives sit322. The fact that such a connection between EFSA experts and
EC committees does not exist may have had an effect also in this food safety
related matter.
From these conclusions it could follow, that while the scientific panel at EFSA did
use methods basing its risk assessment to a methodological approach and
assessment, the actual legislative outcome, did not necessarily base itself on the
outcome of that methodological assessment, but on something else, and hence the
risk assessment was not used fully as a basis for the risk management, and this
317
318
319
320
321
322
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could, in the case of ammonium chloride in e.g. liquorice, cause health concerns
for those who are high consumers of such candy. At the same time, in the case of
ECHA, the proposal of RAC and SEAC was followed quite fully by EC.
When it comes to the decision/policy making processes under REACH Regulation
Annex XV on restrictions and the Flavourings Regulation the most influential
“decision maker” was the European Commission which exercises the regulatory
decision making powers. While Ossege has concluded that the regulatory agencies
do lack real formal decision-making powers and that therefore, their influence on
regulatory decision making is actually not clear323, the results of this thesis have
shown that the regulatory agencies, indeed, could have some influence on the
regulatory decision making which they mainly influence with the opinions they
provide, but that influence actually seems rather limited. The Commission sends
observers to the meetings of the Committees and panels at the agencies.
Furthermore, the committees and panels seem to work in a very structured and
systematic way, in some cases using methods in order to come to conclusions in a
systematic way, aiming for the “gold standard” as mentioned earlier. However,
when it comes to the actual decisions made in the Comitology and by the
Commission, the risk assessment made by EFSA scientific panels and the risk and
socio-economic assessment made by ECHA committees, is not necessarily the
main basis for the final decision. In the case of ammonium chloride, it was not
found what was the reasoning behind allowing a quantum satis maximum level as
regards confectionary, while in all other cases a maximum level was set. In the
case of lead in jewellery, the opinion was copied more or less fully to the
legislation.
In a very recent interview, the Director of EFSA noted, in connection with the
glyphosate case324, that there should also be:
“An assessment on what would it mean, if glyphosate or herbicides
are not used anymore for biodiversity, water, farmers income, food
prices, availability of foods and so on. This was what we missed in the
previous glyphosate discussion.”325

323 Ossege 2016, p. 149
324 Glyphosate is a pesticide which has been allowed in the EU while there have been
recent alarms of carcinogenicity in the US and requests for more information about
the substance in Europe (e.g. Stam, 2018; Fortuna, 2018).
325 Fortuna, 2019
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It is clear from this comment, that e.g. in the case of glyphosate, there has not
been any socio-economic analysis, which clearly is a lack in the process as
without any such analysis, not all pros and cons are taken into account, and as the
Director of EFSA notes in the above comment, ultimately we should also take into
account for instance the future water and food supplies. In addition, there has been
an ongoing discussion about the difficulties in balancing between science and
public opinion when deciding on restrictions and authorisations. Sometimes, the
public opinion seems to have an effect on the policy making326.
As revealed by Ossege, there exists a possible democratic deficit in the fact that
decisions are made by experts in a sort of a technocracy. However, to certain
extent this risk does not seem real as the actual decision making seems to be really
done in the Comitology and by the Commission. The experts exercise influence
but that does not really amount to a decision making power. If the Commission
would on the other hand not have the formal decision making power, another
alternative could be a democratic majoritarian decision e.g. in the European
Parliament instead of Comitology but that would not be necessarily efficient given
the very high number of decisions that are necessary327.
Better Regulation Agenda has been the basis for EU regulatory processes for some
years already. We expect hence that the regulations are efficient, take into account
human and environmental aspects, at the same time providing for economical
development. In particular food and chemicals safety do have a direct impact on
the lives of people as well as on the environment. They also have an impact on the
European economy. It was shown in this thesis that while the Better Regulation
Agenda as well as the division of risk assessment from risk management may
offer possibilities to ensure science based good regulatory decision/policy making,
irrespective of how good regulatory decision/policy making processes there are,
how robust the risk assessment is, the science based decision/policy making, once
it leaves the EU regulatory agencies, could remain uncertain and possibly
politicised. It could also vary depending on the structures established for the
policy making, as the structures appear to vary from legislation area to another as
regards e.g. the socio-economic assessment, in case of ECHA done in ECHA and
in case of EFSA possibly done in the Commission without transparency.

326 Fortuna, 2018
327 See also Ossege 2016, p. 198-200
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Indeed, when it comes to certain steps in the processes, there is a lack of
transparency, which could raise questions about the quality of some decisions
made as the processes cannot be studied without access to that data. Certainly
lobbying is an area which could happen behind the scenes but is cumbersome to
study due to lack of information and transparency. In addition, the local
policies/exceptions/enforcement may still undermine all the work done at earlier
stages to protect the health of EU citizens.
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8

Conclusions

In this chapter we will look whether the initially posed research questions were
answered in this thesis. In the above chapters we have gone through the research
questions defined in section 1.2, and next, I will make some conclusions based on
the findings.
1. Do decision making opportunities at Expert level really exist in the EU
decision making process as regards the Flavourings and REACH
regulations?
2. If such decision opportunities exist in those processes, what is their impact
and who are the actors?
3. What decision making methods are used in the decision making in those
processes? and finally,
4. Is risk management really based on risk assessment when it comes to the
two sample cases studied in this thesis and did the comply or explain
mechanism seem relevant?
“Do decision making opportunities at Expert level really exist in the EU
decision making process as regards the Flavourings and REACH regulations?”
and “If such decision opportunities exist in those processes, what is their impact
and who are the actors?”
It was possible to find decision opportunities as regards REACH Annex XV and
Flavourings Regulations. However, based on the search, it was also found that the
EC did have more decision opportunities than other actors. Also the Member
States and the Member State Committees had more decision opportunities. Both
actors’ decision opportunities considered mainly the decision making part in the
Comitology and the EC decision making part when adopting the implementing
act, hence we could also conclude that the other decision opportunities seemed to
actually have less impact than the ones of the European Commission. It could also
be concluded that ECHA and it’s committees had got more decision making
opportunities and with higher impact than EFSA and its scientific panel.
“What decision making methods are used in the decision making in those
processes?”
From the search in the REACH Annex XV related documents e.g. the guidance
documents expected to be used by those who are planning to submit an Annex XV
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dossier to ECHA, we learned that decision making methods are available in the
guidance. Similar guidance has been provided by EFSA to those planning to
submit a flavourings substance for evaluation. From the study of the real case
concerning lead in jewellery, no information was found of an actual systematic
assessment as whether to investigate a case and whether to start to compile a
dossier or not. However, it was concluded that there ought to exist certain kind of
concern, event, or issue with a substance, until any analysis of the substance
would start, rather than a random substance analyses without any suspicion.
A systematic process and method in form of a check list is available for the RAC
and SEAC dossier conformity check task. It also appeared that there is due
to/thanks to the systematic and mechanic use of the check list and the procedure
actually not much room to affect the outcome of the procedure. Equally, the actual
assessment performed by RAC and SEAC seemed to follow a very systematic
pre-set procedure where the different actors, in particular individual RAC and
SEAC members do not seem to have much room for affecting the process of
decision making. The data collection and analysis for the risk assessment in the
example case of lead in jewellery seemed to have not been done by RAC but
elsewhere. No specific instructions to use particular decision methods by
RAC/SEAC on whether to restrict or not to restrict a substance were found.
Instead, there were very detailed instructions to the dossier submitter and opinion
rapporteurs concerning the information required in the dossiers in order for the
RAC and SEAC to analyse the submitted information and, based on that, come to
the agreement of the final opinion.
The use of various methods in the analysis to find out whether a substance should
be restricted or not seems to vary from case to case depending naturally on the
substance and its uses. It appears, that the risk assessment and socio economic
assessment are largely guided by the actual restriction dossier and in the example
case it was more of a review of the presented and additional existing studies and
research concerning the case, rather than an actual risk assessment performed by
the RAC/SEAC. At the same time, in the real case of lead in jewellery, RAC used
a systematic method for instance in order to select the best restriction method to
propose to the European Commission.
The risk assessment performed by the EFSA Scientific Panels on the other hand
had established methods available for the assessment process. The procedure,
consultations, working group establishment etc. did not appear to be clearly
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defined. In the real case of ammonium chloride, it was concluded that a systematic
analysis of data using a number of methods e.g. a systematic review process
JECFA has named as “decision tree model”, was used. Similarly, in case of lead in
jewellery e.g. the consequence table method was used.
“Is risk management really based on risk assessment when it comes to the two
sample cases studied in this thesis and did the comply or explain mechanism
seem relevant?”
This last research question was only studied as regards the two real cases. This
was the most difficult one as minimal data was available. It was difficult to find
information, and once found, it did not really contain any concrete data in all
cases. Hence, the actual analysis was mainly a comparison between the scientific
opinion and risk assessment performed by the agencies with the final
implementing act adopted by the Commission. It could be concluded that the
Commission adopted exactly what was proposed by the RAC and SEAC but
adopted only partially what was proposed by EFSA.
When it comes to the comply or explain mechanism, the Commission decided to
not to follow EFSA’s recommendation fully, but it was not possible to find any
justification and no information about any discussion in the Comitology
concerning a justification or explanation. From this point of view, the comply or
explain mechanism did not seem relevant in this example case. However, as the
comply or explain mechanism is indeed related to the earlier mentioned “Pfizerdoctrine”328, where it was mentioned that the Commission might even face legal
challenges in court if they would deviate from a risk assessment without
justification, actually, the mechanism maybe only is relevant when it comes to
decisions that would go against the industry’s interests if based purely on risk
assessment. In this particular case, EFSA proposed such levels of threshold of
concern that would eventually make traditional salty liquorice illegal on European
Market. This was probably against the interests of the industry and it is likely that
the Commission balanced the interests against the benefits, and came to a
conclusion.

328 See section 1.2
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Appendix A. Glossary
ANSES
BSE
EC
ECHA
EFSA
EMA
EP
EU
FAO
GMO
JECFA
ML
MS
MSDI
mTAMDI
NOAEL
NUL
OECD
PC
PAFF
RAC
REACH
SEAC
TTC
WHO

French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health
and Safety
Mad cow disease
European Commission
European Chemicals Agency
European Food Safety Authority
European Medicines Agency
European Parliament
European Union
Food and Agriculture Organisation
Genetically modified organisms
The Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives
Maximum level
Member State
Member State Daily Intake per capita
modified theoretical added maximum daily intake
Non-observed effect level
Normal use level
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Public Consultation
Standing Committee on Plants, Animals, Food and Feed
Risk Analysis Committee
Regulation on Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals
Socio-Economic Analysis Committee
Threshold of Toxical Concern
World Health Organisation
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